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ABSTRACT
The object of this thesis is to study topological prop­
erties of. correspondences, or set-valued mappings, and hy­
perspaces, i.e, spaces of subsets of given sets.
In chapter 1, we study correspondences under their 
purely set-theoretical aspect. We introduce canonical ex­
tensions and stress their usefulness in proving properties 
of correspondences.
Chapter 2 is devoted to topological structures on hy­
perspaces, including the finite topology and quasi-uniformi­
ties. Chapter 3 pursues that study. The unifying role of 
quasi-uniformities is discussed: not only do they often 
yield a common proof of different results, they also give 
way to new ones.
Finally, chapter 4 deals with so-called "covering topo­
logies", such as the locally finite topology. We study their 
properties and.compare them with the uniform and the finite 
topologies.
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I N T R O  D U  C T I O N
This thesis is a contribution to the theory of corre­
spondences (set-valued mappings) and hyperspaces (spaces of 
subsets), with E. Michael's paper [8] and C. Berge's book
[1] as general background.
We start with a study of the purely set-theoretical 
properties of correspondences. Our aim here is to present a 
detailed and unified treatment of a topic which has been 
mostly neglected or dealt with in a rather unsatisfactory 
manner in the literature available at present. Thus, we make 
a careful distinction between correspondences and what we 
call their canonical extensions. We try to define operations 
on correspondences in the most natural way possible. Our 
treatment of inverses, besides forming a common background 
for upper and lower inverses, enables us to give a sound 
presentation of results on the surjectivity and injectivity 
of correspondences.
We then deal with the finite topology and continuous 
correspondences, again underlining the role played by can-' 
onical extensions. This leads us to the concept of continu­
ity at a set, rather than merely at a point, which in turn 
enables us to spread new light on topological results con­
cerning correspondences, such as the continuity of compos­
ites. We also generalize one of the most useful properties 
of the finite topology, which states that "a compact union 
of compact sets is compact".
In the same'vein, we study the hyperspace of a quasi­
uniform space (i.e. a uniform space in which the symmetry 
axiom does not necessarily hold), and analyse the relations 
between topologies and quasi-uniformities in hyperspaces.
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In chapter 3» we study topological properties of corre­
spondences. One of the main thoughts here consists in trying 
to see how quasi-uniformities can be used to give a more or 
less unified picture of the properties considered. This in­
vestigation rests on the fact that every topological space 
is quasi-uniformizable; indeed, quasi-uniformities can be 
constructed which are compatible with the formation of qua­
si-uniformities in hyperspaces.
In the same spirit, we also study results on the conti­
nuity of the supremum of a real-valued function. After 
treating closed graphs, we prove two general supremum theo­
rems, which then yield corresponding results on continuous 
selections.
In his review of E. Michael's paper [8] in Mathematical 
Reviews, vol. 13» 1952, p. 54, J.L. Kelley writes: "The fi­
nite topology (...) is used almost exclusively. (This may be 
a serious shortcoming; for example, a topology based on lo­
cally finite coverings seems to offer advantages.)” The ob­
ject of our last chapter is to consider such "covering topo­
logies". Besides comparing them with the uniform and the fi­
nite topologies, we study their separation properties, in 
• particular from the point of view of bitopological spaces.
Each chapter is divided into sections. The theorems, 
corollaries arid lemmas which compose the text are numbered 
serially in a single system that proceeds by chapters. Eor 
example, 3*4 refers to the.fourth numbered item in the third 
chapter.
Finally, many thanks are due to our supervisors, Prof. 
A.P. Robertson and Mr. P.R. Baxandall, for their advice and 
their encouragement.
6C h a p t e r  1
S E T  T H E O R Y  
O F  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E S
This chapter deals with the set-theoretical properties 
of correspondences. Its aim is to give an original presenta­
tion of general results, many of which will he used in later 
chapters.
In the literature, correspondences are'also referred to 
as set-valued or multi-valued mappings. A correspondence be­
tween a set X and a set Y is usually defined to be a (sin­
gle-valued ) mapping of X into the set 1?(Y) of all subsets 
of Y.
Here, we prefer to adopt a slightly different point of 
view. Following N. Bourbaki in [2], we define a correspond­
ence between X and Y to be a triple R = (G,X,Y), where G is 
a subset of X*Y, called the graph of R. This has the formal 
advantage that a function can then be viewed as a special 
sort of correspondence. It also enables us to make a defini­
tion for the composite of two correspondences which is con­
sistent with that adopted for functions, whereas it does not 
make sense to compose a mapping f: X— with a mapping 
g: Y — >?(Z).
Of course, there is a very natural way to associate a 
mapping X— >$(Y) to each correspondence R between X and Y. 
But we shall always distinguish between that mapping and R . 
itself. From R, we can also deduce a mapping, which we de­
note by R, of .^(X) into f(Y): for each A 6 f(X), ve let
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R(A) be the set of all elements of Y that correspond to ele­
ments of A under R. The relation between R and R, on which 
the whole development of this chapter rests, turns out to be 
very useful in deducing properties of correspondences from 
similar properties of functions (cf. chapter 3 ). For in­
stance, it enables us to prove very easily a result on the 
continuity of composites (2.6).
Finally, let us note here that the axiom of choice is 
assumed throughout.
§1. THE CONCEPT OF A CORRESPONDENCE
A correspondence between a set X and a set Ÿ is defined 
to be a triple R = (G,X,Y), where G is a subset of X*Y, 
called the graph of R.
If (x,y) €G, we say that y corresponds to x under R.
We call X the source and Y the target of R. Instead of say­
ing "let R be a correspondence between X and Y", we shall 
often say "let R: X|Y be a correspondence", or simply "let 
R: X |Y".
We shall consider functions within this more general 
concept of a correspondence. Thus, a correspondence R =
(G ,X,Y) is a function iff, for each x€X, there exists a u- 
nique y 6 Y which corresponds to x under R.
If G = 0, we say that R = (0,X,Y) is the empty cor­
respondence between X and Y .
If ACX, the set of elements of Y which correspond to 
elements of A under R is called the image of A under R and 
is denoted by R(A). If xeX, the set R({x}), which we also 
denote by R(x) or simply Rx, is called the section of R a- 
long x. Thus, R(x) = {yeY: (x,y) € G} for each x ex. More­
over, R(A) = VJr (x ) for each ACX. Clearly, R(0) = 0. xeA
The above definition and notation for the image of a 
set under a correspondence are consistent with those usually
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adopted for functions. The notation R(x) for the section of 
R along x, however, can lead to confusion if R.happens to he 
a function. For then, R(x) usually designates the unique el­
ement of Y which corresponds to x -under R, i.e. the value of 
R at x. The section of R along x is then {r (x )} . Fortunate­
ly, this abuse of notation never leads to serious difficul­
ties, as the sequel will show.
The graph of a correspondence R: X|Y is a subset of 
XxY. The set of all triples R =  (G,X,Y) with G e ^ ( X x Y )  
is thus the set- of all correspondences between X and Y; we 
denote it by T(X,Y). It is not empty, since it contains the 
empty correspondence between X and Y.
Clearly, the mapping Gv-*(G,X,Y) is a bisection (said 
to be canonical) of 'S(XxY) onto P(X,Y). The existence of 
this bisection enables us, for instance, to translate imme­
diately every proposition relating to the set ^(XxY) into 
a proposition relating to P(X,Y), and vice-versa. The situa­
tion is the same as with functions, where we have a canoni­
cal bisection Gv-*(G,X,Y) of the set Y^ of all graphs of 
mappings of X into Y onto the set 3* (X,Y ) of all mappings of 
X into Y.
If X = 0 or Y = 0, then X x Y = 0 and so 
f(XxY) = {0}, so that P(X,Y) has exactly one element, the 
empty correspondence between X and Y.
Before we go on to discuss canonical extensions, we 
find it desirable to introduce some terminology concerning 
functions between power sets. If X and Y are two sets and 
f: 'P(X)— >i>(Y) is a mapping, the complement of £ is de­
fined to be the mapping Ai-»Y\f(X\A) ' of ^(X) into ^(Y),
and is denoted by fc. Clearly (f°)c = f. It follows that if 
g: f(X)->]P(Y) is another mapping, then the relations
g = fc and f = gc are equivalent; if they hold, we say 
that f and g are complementary. Finally, if f: $(X)—*ff(Y)
and g; f(Y)->f(Z) are mappings, then (g®f)C = gC°fC.
We say that f: ~$(X)— >1?(Y) preserves unions if 
f^ V TAi^ = for each family (A^ç-j. of subsets of X.
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Adopting an analogous definition for intersections, it is
clear that f preserves unions iff its complement fc pre­
serves intersections. If f preserves unions (resp. intersec­
tions), then f also preserves inclusions, in the sense that 
the relation A C B  implies f(A)Cf(B) for each A and B in 
'P(X). If we want to prove that f preserves unions, it suf­
fices to show that f(A) = f([x]). for each subset A of X.
xe-A
For then, given any family (A^)^e£ of subsets of X, we have,
putting A = U a . , 
iel 1
f(A) = U f ( W )  = U  U  f ( W )  = U f U J .xeA iei xeAj^  iel
Similarly, in order to prove that two union-preserving map­
pings f: 1Z(X)-*f{Y) and g: 'S(X)-^g(Y) are equal, it 
is enough to show that f((x]) = g([x\ ) for each xeX.
Canonical extensions
The canonical extension of a correspondence R: X|Y to 
the power sets is defined to be the mapping A*-*R(A) of
f W  into f(Y), and is denoted by R. The restricted canon­
ical. extension of R is defined to be the mapping xt—*R(x)
of X into 'S’(Y), and is denoted by R.
If X is a set, then we shall always denote the canoni­
cal injection xi—»{x] of X into $(X) by jx . Using this no­
tation, we see that R = R°jj for each R: X|Y.
The identity mapping of a set X onto itself will be de­
noted by Id^. We have Id^ - = t,e* the canonical ex­
tension of the identity mapping of X is equal to the identi­
ty mapping of £(X).
If R: X|Y, then R: 7?(X) — >f?(Y) preserves unions,
since R(A) = V^Jr (x ) for each AelP(X). Thus, not every 
X€A
mapping f: ^(X)— *-T?(Y) is the canonical extension of a
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correspondence between X and Y (cf. 1.1).
We now consider an important example of the canonical 
extension of a correspondence. Let X be a set, and define a 
correspondence R = (G,X,i(X)) between X and "¡P(X) by set­
ting G = {(x,E) 6 Xx]?(X): xeB). The star mapping of X is
defined to be the canonical extension R: 1?(X)— »PC'fCX)) of 
R, and is denoted by Thus, preserves unions. For
each A€]P(X), the set feP^ (A) (or simply <J(A), when no con­
fusion can arise) is called the star of A in X. Since 
R(x) = ^EeTP(X): x e e] for each xeX, we have
R(A) = U h U )  = ¡Efi(X): E A A  ^ 0} for each Aef(X), 
xeA
i.e. t?x(A) = (_Ee5(X): EflA 4 0}.
The power set mapping of X is defined to be the mapping 
At— »^(A) of 1?(X) into 1?(i?(X)), and is denoted by
Since f ( X ) \ $ ( A )  = ^Eff(X): E H ( X \ A )  4 0V = ^ X (X\A) 
for each Ae'S(X), the mappings a? x and ^ x -are complementa­
ry (in particular, it follows that preserves intersec­
tions).
Finally, note that .t^v(X) = $ rt(X), the set of allJv O
nonempty subsets of X.
The following concept of refinement will help us in 
clarifying the relation between a correspondence and its 
canonical extension. We shall also make use of it in the 
next section, where we characterize surjective and injective 
correspondences.
If R = (G,X,Y) and S = (H,X,Y) are two correspond­
ences between X and Y, we say that R refines S, and we write 
R<S, if GCH. Here, we make use of the canonical bijection 
of f(X <Y) onto P(X,Y) introduced above, and simply carry 
the order structure of the set f(X xY) (given by the rela­
tion "GCH") over to P(X,Y), obtaining an order relation 
"R<S". If the mapping f: X—*Y refines R, then we also say 
that f is a selection of R. This means that - f(x) £R(x) for 
each x eX. Thus, there exists a bijection of the.set of all
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selections of R onto the product l I R(x).xeX ,
More generally, we have R 4 S iff R(x)C.S(x) for 
each x£X. This is also equivalent to the statement: 
R(A)CS(A) for each ACX. It follows that
R = S iff R = S iff R = S.
Thus, the mapping Ri-^R of P(X,Y) into 9’/(X,'P(Y)) is injec­
tive; similarly for the mapping R*—>R of f(X,Y) into
But the mapping R»-»R is also surjective. Indeed, if 
P: X — >1?(Y) is any member of ^(X,$(Y )) , then F is clearly 
the restricted canonical extension of the correspondence "be­
tween X and Y whose graph is the set {(x,y)e XXY: yeP(x)] .
Thus, the mapping R*-*R is a "bijection (said to "be canoni­
cal) of P(X,Y) onto (X,$(Y)). Passing on to graphs, we ob­
tain a bijection of the set ^(XxY) onto (§(Y))^,
In general, however, the mapping Rt—*R of P(X,Y) into 
?mx),*P(Y)) is not surjective. The following result gives 
an easy, but useful characterization of those mappings 
f: ?(X)— *$>(Y) which are canonical extensions of corre­
spondences between X and Y .
1 .1 THEOREM.- In order that a mapping f: 1?(X)— ►'9 (Y)
should be the canonical extension of a corre­
spondence between X and Y, it is necessary and sufficient 
that f preserves unions.
If such a correspondence exists, then it is unique.
Proof.- It is only left to show Msufficiency”. So sup­
pose that f preserves unions, and consider the 
mapping f°jx of X into 'P(Y): we know that there exists a
correspondence R: X|Y such that R = f°jx . ^hen, ve have
R({x]) = R(x) = f((x"\) for each xeX. Since R and f both
preserve unions, it follows that R = f, as required.
The canonical bijection R»-*-R is very useful in defin­
ing correspondences. It means that, if we want to define a
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correspondence Ri X|Y, we only have "to specify what R(x) 
shall he for each xeX. Let us give an example of this: the 
restriction of R: X|Y to ACX, denoted by R|A, is defined 
by the relation (R|A)(x) = R(x) for each x e A  (in agree­
ment with the definition and notation usually adopted for
functions). Rote that R|A = r |a and R|A = r |1?(A).
§2. COMPOSITES AND INVERSES
Composites
Let R: X[Y and S: Y|Z be two correspondences. We 
call composite of R and S, and we denote by S*R, the corre­
spondence between X and Z which is uniquely determined by 
the relation (S°R)(x) = S(R(x)) for each xGX.
This definition agrees with the usual definition for 
the composite of two functions. For the canonical extension 
of composites, we have the following result:
1»2 THEOREM.- Let R: X|Y and S: Y|Z. Then we have 
S*R = "S*R and S^R = S*R.
Proof.- If ACX, then
(S.R)(A) = U  S(R(x)) = U  U  S(y)
xeA xeA yeR(x)
= U  S(y) = S(R(A)), 
ysR(A)
since R(A) = V^R(x). This shows the first part of the the- 
xeA *
orem. Using this, we obtain = S^»;^ = S°R»j^ = S»R, as
desired.
Theorem 1.2 is useful in deducing other properties of 
composites. For instance, let R: X|Y, S: Y|Z and T: Z|W; 
then T°(S®R) = (T*S)*R (associativity). Indeed, putting 
P = T #(S»R) and Q = (T°S)«R, we have
P = T-S^R = T»(S*$) = (T*S)*R = T^S»R = Q*, hence P =•- Q.
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Similarly, we have R°Id^ = Idy®R = R for each R: X|Y 
(identity). For R°Idx = R'Idy = ^ ° ^ 1?(X) * ^ anc^
I d ^ R  = id^oR = Id^(Y)6^  '
hence the result.
The following theorem, which relates refinement and 
composites, will be found quite useful in characterizing 
surjective and injective correspondences, in the last part 
of this section.
1.3 THEOREM.- Let R,R'eP(X,Y) and S,S'ef(Y,Z).
If R-*R' and S^S', then S»R^S'»R'.
Proof.- We show that S(R(x)) C S 1(R'(x)) for each
xeX. Now, since R-^R', we have R(x)GR'(x), 
hence S(R(x)) C S(R' (x)). Using the fact that S-*S', we now 
obtain S(R'(x))CS'(R'(x)), hence the result.
Inverses
let R: X|Y be a correspondence.•We call inverse cor­
respondence (or simply inverse) of R, and we denote by R“1, 
the correspondence between Y and X which is uniquely deter­
mined by the relation R"1(y) = (x e X: yeR(x)] for each 
j&Y.
If BCY, we call R"*^(B) the inverse image of B under R. ) — —
This definition agrees with the usual definition for 
the inverse of a bijective function. Note however that the 
inverse correspondence is always defined, although it need 
not be a function. Also, the notation for the inverse image - 
of a set under R agrees with the usual notation for the in­
verse image of a set under a function.
Clearly (R~1 )” 1 = r .
Closely related with this concept are the following two 
types of "inverses". ■
Let R: XlY be a correspondence. We call lower inverse 
of R, and we denote by R*, the mapping
H  -
Bi— >\xeT: R(i)nB 4 0l of "8 (Y) into "P(X).
We call ut>ner inverse of R, and we denote by R* , the mapping 
B'— »fxeX: R(x)CB\ of $(Y) into ft(X).
It is interesting to note that this definition yields a 
characterization of the concept of a function:
1.4 THEOREM.- In order that a correspondence R: X|Y should 
be a function, it is necessary and sufficient
that R* = R*.
Proof.- The condition is clearly necessary. Now suppose 
R is not a function. Thus, there exists an ele­
ment x e X  such that R(x) does not have exactly one element.
If R(x) = 0, then, considering the values of the func­
tions R* and R*- at the point 0 £ "P(Y ), we see that 
R*(0) = 0» whereas xeR*"(0); hence R ^  R*.
If on the other hand R(x) 4 0» then we choose two dis­
tinct elements y,z in R(x). Putting B = Y\C{z\, we have
x 6 R^CBJXr ^ B ) . Thus, here again, R* 4 R*.
This shows that the condition stated is sufficient.
If R: X|Y and BCY, then
R”1(B) = U  R“1(y) = $xeX: R(x)AB 4 = R*(B),
JJGB
so that R+ =' R”1 ; in particular, R,. preserves unions. More­
over, R^ and R* are clearly complementary mappings, hence R* 
preserves intersections.
Also note that R =  (R~1)~1 = (R_ 1 .
The following useful formulas relate the lower and up­
per inverses to the star and power set mappings introduced 
in §1 :
1.5 THEOREM.- Let R: X|Y be a correspondence. Eor each 
B C Y , we have:
a) R*(B) = ir1(j)(B)) and R*"(B) = R-1 ($(B)).
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b) (R^(B)) = R"1(^(B)) and 1?(R*(B)) = &” 1 (f(B)). 
Proof.- Indeed, we have
R*(B) = \xeX: R ( x ) r ^ B ^0V =  (x 6 X: R(x) € J (B)}
and Rr(B) = [xeX: R(x )c b | = [xfX: R(x)€??(B)} , which, 
proves a).
To prove h), let A be an arbitrary element of $(X).
Then we have
A&^(R^(B)) <===$> AnR^(B) y  0<==^R(A)r>B ^ 0 4= »  R( A) fc J (B)
and A6^(H*(B))4=»ACRf(B)<=^S(A)CB4=4R(A)e.H(B), 
hence the result.
We finally have the following result concerning the in­
verse of a composite:
1 .6 THEOREM.- Let R: X|Y and S: Y|Z be correspondences. 
Then we have:
a) (S°R)~1 = R"‘1»S“ 1 .
b) (S'R)* = R^-S^ .
c) (S -R)+ = R*. S*.
Proof.- To prove b), let B be an arbitrary element of 
*B(Y). Then we have, for each x eX, 
x e(S*R), (B)*=s> S(E(x))nB 4 0
< = > R ( x ) H  S*(B) ^ 0 <==»x e R^(S^(B)),
hence the result. We then have
(SsR )“ 1 = (S°R)+ = Rv* = R”1« S’ 1 = R”'1#S" 1 , which proves
a). Part c) also follows from b), using the fact that R* and 
R t are complementary.
Surjectivity and injectivity
The following definition is a natural generalization of 
the notions of surjectivity, injectivity and bijectivity of 
functions.
let R: X|Y be a correspondence,
R is said to be surjective, if the family (R(x ))X££ is a
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covering of I.
R is said to be injective, if the sets of (R(x ))xex are mu~* 
tually disjoint.
R is said to be bij ective, if it is both surjective and in­
jective.
We now give characterizations for surjectivity and in­
jectivity:
1 .7 THEOREM.- Let R: X|Y. Then the following statements are 
equivalent:
a) R is surjective.
— 1b) The sections of R are nonempty.
c) Idy < R°R""1.
Proof.- It is clear that a) and b) are equivalent. Now 
suppose that R is surjective. We claim that
y 6 R(R”1(y)) for each yeY. Indeed, for each y e Y  there
exists an x e X  such that y € R(x); but then x e R _ 1(y)
and so we have yeR(x)C R(R“ 1(y)), as desired. It follows 
that c) holds.
Finally, if Idy< R°R~^, then in particular ;
Y C R ( R  1 (Y))CR(X), hence R is surjective.
1.8 THEOREM.- Let R: X|Y. Then the following statements are 
equivalent:
a) R is injective. •
b) R“1 |R(X) is a function.
c) R~1»R<iIdx .
Proof.- Again, a) and b) are clearly equivalent. Now 
suppose that R is injective. We claim that
R 1 (R(x))C{x] for each xeX. Indeed, for each y 6R(x),
the set R (y) has exactly one element; since x eR" (y), we
must have R~1(y) = {x\, so that
R- 1(R(x)) = A J R~1(y)Clx), as desired. 
yeR(x)
It follows that c) holds.
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Finally, suppose that R and let y &R(X): we
want to show that R ^(y) has exactly one element. Now there 
exists an x e X  such that yeR(x); hence
x e R - 1(y)CR-1(R(x))G\x}, 
showing that R ^(y) = {x^. Hence R is injective.
Using the last two theorems, together with the equality
( R ™ ^ = R for a correspondence R: X|Y, we see that the
relation R°R~1 = Idy is true iff R is surjective and R“ 1
is injective; whenever this is the case, we shall say that R 
is strongly surjective.
Similarly, R"^®R = Idy iff R is injective and R~1 is 
surjective; here, we shall say that R is strongly injective.
Note that, if R is hijective, it does not necessarily 
—1 —1follow that R is hijective. Indeed, R need he neither 
surjective nor injective, as the following example shows: 
let X and Y each have at least two distinct elements. Choose 
an element xQ eX, and let R he defined hy R(xq) = Y and
R(x) = 0 for each x € x \  \x } . Then R is clearly hijective,
hut R is neither surjective nor injective,
—1If a correspondence R is a function, then R is always
hijective. Indeed, ‘the sections of R are nonempty, hence R" 1
is surjective. Also, R|R“ ^(Y) is a function, hence R“ 1 is 
injective. Thus, if R is a function, then R is (strongly)
surjective iff R^R" 1 = Idy, and R is (strongly) injective
iff R~1°R = Idx .
As an application of the concept of strong surjectivity 
(resp. strong injectivity), we have the following result:
1 .9 THEOREM.- Let X^XgjY^Yg be four sets, and let
S: X 1|x2, T: X^|X2 be two correspondences. 
Finally, let F he the mapping R^->T«R°s” 1
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of P(X1,Y1 ) into r(X2 Y 2).
If S and T are strongly surjective (resp. strongly in­
jective), then F is surjective (resp. injective).
Proof.- let G: f (X2,Y2)— >P(X1 ,Y 1 ) he the mapping
R*— °R°S. If S and T are strongly surjective,
then we have F(G(R)) = P(T"1»R»S) = (T*T"1 )»R °(S»S-1) = R, 
which shows that F is surjective. Similarly for injectivity.
If R: X|Y and S: Y|Z are surjective, then so is
2 ^ S'S”1, hence
Idz <S«S“1 = S®Idy® S”1-a S o(R»R-1) °S~1 = (S°R) * (S*R)”1. Simi­
larly for injectivity.
We finish this section with some considerations on the 
surjectivity and injectivity of canonical extensions. First
of all, it is clear that the surjectivity of R impiies that 
of R. But the corresponding result in the injective case is 
not true in general, even if it is assumed that the sections 
of R are nonempty. For example, let X = [1,2] , Y = ^0,1,2], 
and define R: X|Y by putting R(1). = (0,1\ and
R(2) = {0,2}. Then R is clearly injective, but R is not.
If R is surjective, then so is R. If R is injective,
then so is R. But the converses of these two assertions are 
not true in general* Thus, if X has at least two distinct
elements, and R = Idx , then R is clearly surjective, since
it is equal to Id^^x j. But R is not surjective, since it is
equal to jv . Again, let X have at least two distinct ele-
ments, choose an xQ in X, and define R: X|Y by putting
R(x q ) =.X and R(x) = {x} for each x e X  \(xQ\. Then R is
injective, but It is not, since R takes the same value, viz. 
X, at the two distinct points [xQ\ and X in ?(X).
Finally, we have the following result:
1 «10 THEOREM.- Let R: X|Y be a correspondence. If R is
S»R. Indeed, we have Idy RoR“1 and Id
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strongly surjective (resp. strongly injec­
tive), then R is surjective (resp. injective).
Proof.- If R is strongly surjective, then R°R  ^= Idy.
^ " HiHence we have R°R = R°R = Id^y ) * showing 
that R is surjective. Similarly for injectivity.
§3. OPERATIONS ON FAMILIES OF CORRESPONDENCES
Unions and intersections
Let (RUiel be a family of correspondences between X
and Y. We call union (resp. Intersection) of this family,
and we denote by (resp. f \ R. ), the correspondenceiei 1 i€I 1
R: X|Y which is uniquely determined by the relation
R(x)= U r . (x) (resp. R(x) = flR, (x) ) "for each x 6 X. 
iei iei 1
If Q± is the graph of Ri for each i €• I, then the graph
of U R ,  (resp. H r J  is clearly equal to U  G, (resp. iei 1 iei 1 iei 1
r\ G.). Because of this, we can transpose to correspondences i€l 1
conventions and results relating to unions and intersections 
of sets.
If ACX, then ( U r , )(A) = U  R. (A) andiei 1 iei 1
( 0  R,)(A)C f) R,(A). The last inclusion relation cannot in i€l 1 iei x
general be replaced by an equality. For example, let X have 
at least two distinct elements x^,x2> let Y 4 0» and define
correspondences R1»R2 between X and Y by setting . R^(x^) = Y
and ^(x) = 0 for each x e X \ ^ x ^  and each i = 1,2.
Then R^HRg is seen to be the empty correspondence between
X a n d Y ,  so that ( R ^ R ^ U )  = 0. But R1 (X) = R2(X) = Y ,
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so that R1(X)f\R2(X) = Y is not empty.
The following result, which follows directly from the 
relations above, relates unions (resp. intersections) and 
composites:
1.11 THEOREM.- let R±: X|Y (i6l) and S..: Y|Z
be two families of correspondences
have U  (S.»R.) = ( U s . ) - ( U h J  and
( i , 3) f lxj  J 1 jej  J i€l  1
Pi (S.®R. )<( f\ s.)°( O r .).
(i,j)*I*J J j iel
(3 e J) 
Then we
We finally relate unions (resp. intersections) and in­
verses:
1.12 THEOREM.- let be a family of correspondences
between X and Y. Then we have:
a) ( U r.) iei 1 U R/ 1 and ( f\ R. )iei iei 1 P\ Ri"1. iei 1
b) ( U r J J b ) = U  R. (B) andiei 1 * iei x* .
( r\R.)AB) C. O  R (B) for each Be'S’(Y). iei 1 * i£i
c) ( U  R. )*(B) = U r ,*(B) andiei A iei 1
( P\ R^ ^  (B) O  fpR^^CB) for each Be1?(Y). iei 1 • i € i 1
Proof.- Part a) follows directly from the definitions.
Part b) then follows by using the relation be­
tween inverses and lower inverses. The fact that the upper 
and lower inverses of a correspondence are complementary 
mappings then yields a proof of c).
Products
Let R^: Xi|Y^ be a correspondence for each i€ I. We
call product of the family (R. ) . , and we denote by J T h. ,x -LCJ- i
the correspondence R between TTx, and TTy . which is unioueiei 1 iei 1 1
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ly determined "by the relation R(x)
x ==■ ^i^iei eTTx..iei x
TTR. (x. ) for each 
iei 1
This definition agrees with the usual definition for 
the product of a family of functions. Indeed, let 
fi: X .— » Y ^ "be a mapping for each iei, and let
f: T l x . — » H i -  be the usual product of the family (fl^fT 
iei 1 iei 1
Then we have f(x) = (*¿(3^ ) )lei = ■ J"T ± ( ) }  for each
x = (x.), T e T T x , , which agrees with our definition above, 
iei 1
If Ri = for each i 6-1, then the graph of
the product H r . is equal to the image of the set l I Q.
i«I 1 iei 1
xmder the canonical bisection of ) l(X. x Y . ) ontoiei 1 x
( T T X . ) x (TT y .). A useful consequence of this is the fol- iel 1 iei 1
lowing:-if-also S± = (Hi,XitT i) for each iei, and
for each iei, then T I r . ^ T T s, . The converse is
iei 1 iei.1
also true, provided T T g . ^ 0.
iei 1
If X is the product of a family of sets (X^^ j, then
Prii >Xi ¿en0"tes the projection of index i€I. Ve some-
times use the notation pr^, to avoid confusion. Concerning
the image of a set under the product of a family of corre­
spondences, we have:
1.13 THEOREM.- let R^: X^jY^ be a correspondence for each
i € I, and let R .= n v
" iei 1
a) •^ iC Xi for each iei, then
r ( T T a . ) = T T r I a .). 
iei 1 iei 1 1
b) If A C TT X . , then R(A) c T T r . (pr. (A)).i€I 1 iei 1 1
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Proof.- Ad a): Putting A = T T a ., we haveiei
R(A) = U R ( x )  = • n . v xi)'
xeA x^i^ieieA iel
whereas TTiL(i) - rr u R.(x.); hence the result, iei 1 ~ „a 1iei xieA±
Ad b): Since AC.TTpr.(A), the result followsit I
from part a).
Note also that, using the notation of 1.13 and putting 
X = TTx. and Y = T T y ., the following diagram commutes
iei iei
for each iei, provided the sections of
X— R -» Y
P*?l Ri M
(i.e. V >pr? = pr^oR
V
1
■*T i.
Indeed, for each x = (x -?)-;6t 6X and each iei, we haveJ J “L
R^pr^Cx)) = Ri(xi) and pr|(R(:x)) = Pri(T^Rj(xj) ) = Ri^xi^
since R.(x.) ^ 0 for each j el. «j j
If R^: X 1 |Y1 and R2: X 2|Y2 are corresPondences> 
call product of R^ and R2, and we denote by R^ x R 2, the cor­
respondence R between X^ X X? and Y^ x Y 2 which is uniquely 
determined by the relation R(x) = R^(x^) X R 2(x2) for each 
x =  (x1 ,x2)e x 1X x2.
Again, this definition agrees with the usual definition 
for the product of two functions. Indeed, let f^: X^— VY.J
and f2: X2— >Y2 be mappings, and let f: X^ xX 2— >Y^xY2
be the usual product of f^  and f2. Then we have
f(x) = (f ^ (x1 ) ,f2(x2)) = 5fi ^ X1 i x if2 x^2^  for eachL 
x = (x^,x2)fX^x X2, which agrees with our definition above.
If I = il,2 ,^ the product of the family is
nothing but the correspondence g»(R^> R2)»f"’^ , where
f: X, x X0— >TTX. and g: Y. x 1 — *TTy . are the canonical 
1 ^ iei 1 1  ^ iei 1
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bisections. It follows from this that properties of the . 
product of two correspondences can be deduced from proper' 
ties of the product of a family of correspondences.
The concept of the product of two correspondences ena­
bles us to obtain a useful way of describing the graph of 
the composite of two correspondences:
1.14 THEOREM.- let R = (G,X,Y) 'and S = (H,Y,Z) be two
correspondences. Then the graph of the com­
posite S<*R of R and S is equal to the set .(& * Id^)"^ (H) •'
Proof.- For each (x,z) e X x  Z, we have
2 eS(R(x)) <==-■-•' V By eR(x) with z eS(y),
i.e. (y,z)e H, 
< = = >  (R XIdz)(x,z)r\H = .
, ... (R(x) X 0 0,
hence the result.
For the relation between products and composites, we 
have the following result, which can be deduced from 1 *1 3:
^ ^ 5 THEOREM.- Let R^: X^|Y^ and S^: Y^Jz^ be corre­
spondences for each i el. Then
T l t v S i . )  *• tT~Ta.)■>c TT• iei -*■ 1 4/.T i iiei iei
As to inverses of products, we have:
1.16 THEOREM.- let R^: XjJ Y^ be a correspondence for each
iei. Then we have:
a) ( n x r 1 = n v 1-iel 1 iel i
t) (Tt ^ ^ c t t b .) = r r ^ C B i )iei 1. * iel 1 iei 1*v. 1
for each (B^)^eI €, TT (Y^).
c) (TTRjL't(Bi))U( TTRi)1*r(0 )iei iei 1 iei 1 1 ic-i 1
for each (B.). T e TTl>(Y,).. 1 x iel 1
Proof.- Part a) follows directly from the definitions*
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part b) then follows, since
( T T r ~1 )( T T b . ) = T T r .-1 (B, ) by 1.13a. The easiest way to 
i€I 1 iel 1 iei 1
prove c) is to do it directly. We have, for each 
x = (x.).i'iel TTXi,iel
T 7 r .(x .) C  T T b , i e l  with R, (x.) = 0 or
iel 1 1 iei 1 Ri(xi) C  Bi for each i€ I.
The results we have accumulated so far enable us to 
study surjectivity and injectivity of products.
1.17 THEOREM.- Let R±: X±\Y± for each i£I.
a) In order that T T r . should be surjective, it is suf-i€I 1
ficient that Ri is surjective for each. iel.
b) This condition is also necessary, provided
J T t ± .0.iei 1
Proof.- Put Y = T T y .. Since part a) is trivial if
iS-I 1
Y = 0, we suppose from now on that Y ^ 0.
Then, the graph of IdY is nonempty. Now Id-. = TT Id- ,
1 1 iei 1±
whereas ( TT R,-) °( T T r . )”'* = TT(R.°R.”1 ), using 1.15 and iel 1 iel 1 iei 1 1 .
1.16. Using the characterisation obtained in 1.7» we thus
have T T r .} is surjective IdY -3 ( l I R_. )*( I l R. )“V iei 1 1 iel 1 iei 1
I dy ^ -3 Ri«>Ri-1 for each i e l
< = ^ R i is surjective for each i e I
1.18 THEOREM.- Let R±: X± |Y± for each iei.
a) In order that J T r  ^ should be injective, it is suf-■ ieI .i
ficient that R.^  is in^jjective for each iel.
b) This condition is also necessary, provided FT r , is
i€l 1
not the empty correspondence between TTx. and T T y . .
iei' iei
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Proof.- Put X = TTx. and R =  TTR, . Again, part a)iel 1 iel
is trivial if R is the empty correspondence, so 
suppose from now on that this is not the case. The proof can 
he carried out exactly analogous to that of 1.17» using this 
time the characterization obtained in 1 .8, if we can only
show that the graph of R”^°R is nonempty. But this graph is
equal to the set {(x,x' ) € X X X: x ' e R  ^(R(x))}
= j(x,x')eZxX: R(x)H R(x’ ) ^ 0} , and there­
fore has the point (x,x) as element,whenever the section of 
R along x is not empty.
Restricted products
If X and I are sets, «then the diagonal manning
d: X— »X1 is defined to he that which is uniquely deter­
mined hy the relation p r ^ d  = Idx for each i el, where
■pr^: X1— >X is the projection'of index i for each i e I .
If is a family of subsets of X, we then have
a-1(TIa.) = ex: d(x) e F T a A = H a .. it! 1 iel 11 iel 1
Let R^: xjYi he a correspondence for each iel. We
define the restricted product of the family ( ^ej to be
the correspondence ( [ I R.)»d between X and TT y  ., whereiel 1 iel 1.
dj X — -»X* is the diagonal mapping.
__ V/e shall sometimes.denote this restricted product by
TT'R.. Thus, we have ( TT 'R.)(x) = T I r ^ x ) for each xeX. 
iei 1 iel 1 iel 1
One can also define’the restricted product of two^  cor­
respondences *R-^ and R^. But we shall formulate our results
only for*the-restricted product of'a.family of. correspond­
ences. * ■ ■
- For each subset ACX, we have ( TT'R ) (A) C  \ | R. (a ) ,
i€I 1 iel 1
since (ITR. )(d(A)) C  ( TTR. ) (A1) = TTR. (A).
-...■ i£I • iei -1 iei 1
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1.19 THEOREM.- let X be a set, (Y'^iei a family of sets, and 
R a correspondence between X and Y = l I Y^.
We have:
a) R <1 T T  ' (pri»R).• iei 1
b) If R is itself the restricted product of a 
family (Rj.)iei» ike*1» provided the sections of R
Yare nonempty, R^ = pr^°R for each it I, so that
R = FT • (prT«R).iei 1 .
Proof.- Ad a): For each x eX, we have
R(x) CL TTprT(R(x)), hence the result. 
i€I •
Ad b): For each x eX and each iei, we have
prT(R (x)) = prT( TTr . (x) ) = R.(x), since 
1 1 jel J ' 1
R^(x) 0 for each j 6 I.
Every product can be regarded as a restricted product, 
in the following sense:
1.20 THEOREM.- Let R^: X^|Y^ for each if I, and put '
X = TTX.. Then TT R. = TT ' (R.,-pr*). i6I 1 iei 1 iei 1 1
Proof.- For each x = (x^)^ejC-X, we have
(TT R^ )(x) = TTR,(x. ) = TTR. (prf(x)), hence iei 1 iei 1 1 iei 1 1
the result.
As to inverses of restricted products, we have:
1.21 THEOREM.- Let R ^  xjY^ be a correspondence for each
. if I. Putting Y = T T y . , we, have:
if I
a) ( T T ’R ^ “1 = 0  ( R " 1.PrT). iei 1 iei 1 1
for each (B. ). _T e T 7 $(y , ), 1 iei i6I 1
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c> ( n  'r ,)*( 11 b , ) =
i€l 1 iei 1 iei 1 i*I__1
for each l I ^(Y.).
i£ I
TProof.- letting d: X — >X be the diagonal mapping, so
that T1 'R. = ( l |R.)ftcL* we can use 1.6 and 
iei 1 iei 1
1.16 to write
( l i ’ R^-^Cy) = d“1 ( H r/-1 (y± ) ) = f\ Ri”1 (P*?(y))  for each iei 1 iei 1 1 iei 1 1
y = * kence Pr0°f of a). Similarly, we have
( n , R1L ( T T B 1 ) = d“ 1(TTRi;t(Bi )) = f l R  ( B . ) ,  which 
ie i  1 *  ie i  1 iei 1Jfc 1 ie i  1
proves b). Again, the easiest way to prove part c) is to do
it directly. .
We fin a lly  note the follow ing: a necessary condition
for T T 'R. to be surjective is that R. is surjective for iei 1 1
each i e i ,  provided TTy . ■£ 0 ; a su ffic ien t condition fo r
ie i  1 . , ' . ■
J T1 R-s to be in jective  is  the existence of an index i e i  i€ I  1
such that R/ is  injective.
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C h a p t e r  2
T O P O L O G I C A L  S T R U C T U R E S  
O N  H Y P E R S P A C E S
§1. THE FINITE TOPOLOGY
This section is devoted mainly to continuous corre­
spondences as studied in [1]. Here again, as already noted 
at the beginning of chapter 1 , we try to underline the im­
portance of canonical extensions. In particular, this leads 
us to the new concept of continuity at a set, rather than 
merely at a point.-
For convenience, let us first review the main ideas 
concerning continuous correspondences and the finite topo­
logy.
Continuous correspondences
Let R be a correspondence between a topological space X
and a topological space Y, and let-x^ be a point of X.«
R is said to be upper semi-continuous (abbr. use) at xQ 
if, for each open subset G of Y with R(x q )CG, there exists 
a neighbourhood Ü of x in X such that the relation x eU 
implies R(x) CG.
R in Raid to be lower semi-continuous (abbr. lsc) aV-'t_  —  . ■ - o
if, for each open subset G of Y with R(xQ )P\ G ^ 0, there 
exists a neighbourhood U-of xQ in X such that the relation
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x eU implies R(x)f\G 4 0*
R is said to be continuous at xQ if it is both use and
lsc at x .o
Expressed in terms of upper inverses, we see that R is 
use at x iff, for each open subset G of Y, the relationO  ^O ^
xQ e R*(G) implies xQ e R*(G). Passing over to the comple­
ment mapping, we obtain the ' following equivalent statement": 
for each closed subset G of Y, the relation xQ e R^(C) im­
plies x eR^(C).
Similarly, R is lsc at xQ iff, for each open subset G 
of Y, the relation xQ eR*(G) implies xQe'R^(G) ; or, equi­
valently: for each closed subset C of Y, therelation- 
xQ eR*(C) implies xQ f R^C),
If ACX, we say that R is continuous (resp. use) (resp. 
lsc) on A if R is continuous (resp. use) (resp. lsc) at eve­
ry point of A. If R is continuous on X, we also say simply 
that R is continuous ; similarly for use and lsc. It is clear 
that R is use (resp. lsc) iff R*(G) (resp. R^(G)) is an open 
subset of X for each open GCY, or, equivalently, iff R*(C) 
(resp. R*(C)) is a closed subset of X for each closed CCY.
For a mapping of X into Y, the above three notions of 
continuity are equivalent to each other, and agree with the 
usual definition. In order to avoid misunderstandings, we 
shall agrée to refer to the usual concept of upper (resp. 
lower) semi-continuity of a real-valued function as that’of 
numerical upper (resp. lower) semi-continuity.
let now (X,(H be a topological space (X is the -under­
lying set and f is the set of open subsets).
The upper semi-finite topology induced by f on ft(X) is 
defined to be that which is generated by the set of all sets 
of the form £(G), with Ge?, and is denoted by
The lower semi-finite topology induced by f  on -ft(X) is 
defined to be that which is generated by the set of all sets
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of the form $(G)f with Ge-T, and is denoted by
The finite topology induced by 7 on ?(X£ is defined to 
be the join of ^  and and is denoted by J. In symbols, 
we have 7 = f  v using the "v" to denote the join of two 
topologies.
¥e shall use the abbreviation usf (resp. lsf) for "up- 
per semi-finite" (resp. "lower semi-finite"). The fact that 
the mappings ?x and are complementary shows that the usf
(resp. lsf) topology of f(X) is the coarsest of all topolo­
gies on ?(X) which have the property that, for each closed 
subset 0 of X, the setJ(C) (resp. D(C)) is closed in «X).
If (5 the finite topology of ® is defined to be
that which is induced on Q by the finite topology of ^(X), 
and will also be denoted by f. Similarly for the usf and the 
lsf topologies of <?.
The three topologies introduced above are all admissi­
ble, in the sense that the mapping is a homeomor-
phism of X onto a subspace of 1>(X). Indeed, putting 
X> = {(x]: xeX\, we see that the image under the bijection
X  ,x* of any open subset G of X is equal to
J'(G)nx« = J(G)P|X‘.
It is'useful to note the following simple result:
2.1 THEOREM.- ■ ■
a) The set of all sets of the form p(G), where G is an 
open subset of X, is a base for the usf topology of
1?(x).
b) If IS is a base for the topology of X, then the set 
of all sets of the form j'(G), where .Ge-g, generates, 
the lsf topology of 1?(X).
Proof.- Part a) follows from the fact that the mapping 
#x preserves intersections, part b) from the
fact that preserves unions.
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The continuity of canonical extensions
Let R: X|Y be a correspondence between topological
spaces. The relations R,<0) = R'1W(&)) and
R*(&) = R_ 1(?(G)) in 1.5a show that R is continuous (resp. 
use) (resp. Iso) iff the restricted canonical extension 
R. z-rt(Y) of R is continuous, when « Y  ) is endowed with 
its finite (resp. usf) (reap, lsf) topology.
We now wish to investigate the continuity of 
R: -MX)-»?(Y). First of all, it is clear that R is continu­
ous (resp. use) (resp. lsc) at a point xQ in X iff R is con­
tinuous at { z j s f  (X)., and i(Y) " • / « * « • *
their respective finite (resp. usf) (resp. lsf) topologies,
is a homeomorphism of X onto a since the mapping *
subspace of tf(X). We also have.
2^2 THEOREM.- Let A0CX. If E is continuous (resp. use)
(resp. lsc) at every point of.AQf then R is
continuous at the point A0«*<X). when « X ) and t(T) are
endowed with their respective finite (resp. usf) (reap, lsf) 
topologies.
Proof.- It suffices to consider the “use" and the "lsc"
cases.
The "use" case: let 0 he any open subset of Y with 
R(A0)etf(G), i.e. R(A0) CO. Then, for each * eA0, we have 
R(x) ce, hence there exists an open neighbourhood U* of x -in 
X such that R(Ux )CO. Putting U = we have R(U)CG,
so that R(-S(U))C?(G). Since ?(U) is a neighbourhood of AQ 
in $(X), the result follows.
The "lsc" case: Let G be any open subset of Y with 
R(A0){J(6 )f i.e. R(A0)P»G 4 0, and choose a point xQ e AQ 
with R(x ) AG 4 0. Wow there exists an open neighbourhood II
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of. xQ in X such that R(x)f\G 4 0 for each xeU. It fol­
lows that R(A)OG 0 0 for each Ae$(X) with A H U  4- 0» 
so that R(<| (U)) cJ(G). Since ^(U) is a neighbourhood of AQ 
in t{X), the result follows.
Summarizing our-results, we obtain the following:
2.3 THEOREM.- The following statements are equivalent:
a) R is continuous (resp. use) (resp. lsc).
b) R is continuous, when ^(X) is endowed with its fi­
nite (resp. usf) (resp. lsf) topology.
c) R is continuous, when #(X) and $(Y) are endowed with 
their respective finite (resp. usf) (resp. lsf) to- 
pologies.
Note that the implication c)=^a) remains valid if,
in c), we replace R by R|Q., where ffic^(X) contains all 
singletons in X.
Considering the continuity of S, we naturally come to 
the following concept of continuity at a set, rather than at 
a point: we shall say that a correspondence R: X|Y between 
topological spaces is continuous (resp. use) (resp. lsc) at
a subset AQ of X if the canonical extension R: T?(X)—»^(Y)
of R to the power sets is continuous at the point AQ of £(X),
when 1?(X) and $(Y) are endowed with their respective finite 
(resp. usf) (resp. lsf) topologies.
■ .The .statement of 2.2.can thus be rephrased as follows: 
if R is continuous (resp. use) (resp. lsc) at every point of 
A0> then R is continuous (resp. use) (resp. lsc) at the set
Ao* :
In order to characterize this new concept of continuity, 
we need the following theorem, which is a special case of a 
more general result to be found in chapter 4 (cf. 4.10b).
2i4 THEOREM.- For each subset A of X, we have:
a ) 1?(A) = i?(A), the interior of the set ff(A) being
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taken with respect to the finite (resp. usf) topo­
logy of 1>(X).o
b) c$Ta ) = ^(1), the interior of the set s|(A) being 
taken with respect to the finite (resp. lsf) topo­
logy of £(X).
We obtain: ■ •
2.5 THEOREM.- Let A CX. Then we hare:" o
a) R is use at AQ iff, for each open subset G of Y, the 
relation Aq C.R*(G) implies AQCR*(G).
b) R is lsc at AQ iff, for each open subset G of Y, the 
relation A HR*(G) 4 0 implies A_n R*(G) 4 0*
Proof.- We only prove a), the proof of b) being very 
similar. How, by definition, R is use at Ao
iff, for each open subset G of Y with R(A )e1?(G), the set 
S“1 (-8(e)) is a neighbourhood of AQ in ^ (X), -when i\x) is en­
dowed with its usf topology. Now, the relation 'R(A )e1?(G) 
is equivalent to R(Aq )CG, hence to Aq c R*'(G). On the oth­
er hand, we have R~^ (£(G) ) = "PiR^G)) by 1.5b, so thato •
R ^(^(G)) is a neighbourhood of AQ iff AQ s T? (R1* (G)). By 
2.4a, this is equivalent to AqCR*(G), hence the result.
Clearly, we can obtain corresponding results for closed
sets: for part a), the implication reads A ^ E ^ C )  4 0 ==>
Aon R +(C) 4 0, and for b), :AQa R^(C) = *  AQC  R*(C). Also
note that, because of 2.1b, in order to show that R is lsc 
A.0, it suffices to show that the implication 
A0AE,(G) 4 0====» A0OR^(GT i 0
holds for each member G of a base t for the topology of Y.
If R is both use and lsc at A , then it is also contin- 
Uous at Aq . xt is natural to ask whether the converse holds. 
This question is not as trivial as it may first sound: if
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R: i(X)-»'P(Y) is continuous at the point AQ when $(X) and
1?(Y) carry their respective finite topologies, there is,
a priori, no reason why R should remain continuous at that 
point when 1?(X) and $(Y) are endowed with coarser topologies. 
Nevertheless, the question can he answered in the affirma­
tive. Indeed, suppose that R is continuous at AQ , and let
£(X) and #(Y) carry their respective finite topologies. Let
G he any open subset of Y with A H^(&); we want to show
that A C R M & T .  Now we have R(Aq)ciG, and so S(A0) e $(G).
Since ■?(&) is open in ^ (1 ), and t is continuous, it follows'
that IT1 (#(&)) =#(R*(G)) is a neighbourhood of AQ in
P ■ • o • - -
Thus, Aoe f(~R*(<i)l = # ( R M g ))» using 2.4a, and hence 
Aq<z R*Tg ), as desired. In the same way," we can show that R
is lsc at Aq. '
Our considerations on continuity at a set enable us to 
give a meaningful ’’local” result on the continuity of com­
posites: .
2.6 THEOREM.- Let R: XfY and S: Y| Z be correspondences
between topological spaces. If R is continuous 
at a subset AQ of X, and S is continuous at R(A0), then S*R
is continuous at A^. Similarly for "use’ and f’lsc,f.
Proof: Endow tf(X), £(Y) and f(Z) with their respective 
finite topologies. Then & is continuous at the 
point AQ e #(X), and S’is continuous at &(A0)e$(Y), hence 
is continuous at AQ. Since S*R = S*R, the result fol­
lows. Similarly with the usf and lsf topologies.
' Using 2.2, we then obtain the following result dealing 
:h points:
l COROLLAîiY.- If H is continuous at a point xQ of 
' - + n«mi S ; at every point of R(x
X , and S
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S#R is continuous at xQ. Similarly for "use" and "lsc". 
Compact unions
One of the most useful properties of the finite topo­
logy is that a compact union of compact sets is compact.
More precisely, if' (Jc? (X) , is compact (with respect to its 
finite topology) and if each set of CL is compact, then the 
union of the sets of <L is also compact. We now wish to ex­
tend this result,, which also holds for the usf topology, to 
other compactness concepts.
Whenever we refer to a compactness concept, we shall 
not assume any separation axiom. Thus, a topological space X 
will he called compact (resp. Lindelof) if every open cov­
ering of X has a finite (resp. countable) subcovering; we 
also say that X isipQ- (resp.ft.j-) compact. More generally,
if ft is any cardinal number, we say that X is ft-compact if 
every open covering of X has a subcovering of cardinality 
less than ft. It is clear that ft-compactness is preserved 
under.continuous mappings.
We say that X is paracompact (resp. para-Lindelbf) if 
every open covering of X has a locally finite (resp. locally 
countable) open refinement. The terms metacdmpact and meta- 
Lindelof are defined in the same way, replacing "locally" 
by "point".
Finally, if we replace "every open covering of X" by 
"every countable open covering of X" in the above defini­
tions. of compactness, paracompactness and metacompactness, 
we obtain the corresponding concepts: X is countably compact. 
countably paracompact. or countably metacompact.'
If, to every topological space X, there is associated 
a set c*(X)c£(?(X)) such that each member of <K(X) is a set 
of open subsets of X, then we shall say that is a carrier.• 
We shall denote by ¿KQ(X) the set of all sets of open subsets
of X, by ^ f(X) (resp. c<c(X)) the set of all finite (resp.
countable) sets of open subsets of X. Similarly for c<lf(X)
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(locally finite), o(lc(X) (locally countable), ^ ^ ( X )  (point
finite) and o< (X) (point countable), pc ^
If are carriers, then a subset A C X  will be said 
to be an (c<./3 )-subset of X if every covering |eo((X) of A 
has a refinement #,6y#(X). ■ If X is an )-subset of itself, 
we also say that X is an (q(& )-space.
Clearly, A is an (^0,oAf)- (resp. (^0»°<c)”) (resp.
.(4c»°<f>-> subset of X iff it is compact (resp. lindeldf)
(resp. countably compact).
Also, if A is an (^0*^if)” (resp. (^o’^ p f ^  subset of
X, then. it .is paracompact (resp. metacompact). Conversely, 
if X is paracompact (resp. metacompact) and A C X  is closed, 
then A is an (°(0»^if)” (resp. (°(0»°^ pf)~) subset of X. Simi­
lar results hold for (<^0 (para-Lindel8f),•: (°<0,e<pC)~ -
(meta-lihdelof),- (o<^ ,o<1;f...)- (countably paracompact) and , .
(o<c»*^ pf)** (countably metacompact) subsets of X.
In the following results, we shall suppose that we are 
given a cardinal number $ and two carriers c< and Further, 
we shall assume that, for each topological space X, the set 
/5(X) is closed under the formation of unions of families of 
cardinality less than &, i.e. that ^^^(X) whenever
the index set I has cardinality less than $ and ^ (X)
for each ieI. This condition is satisfied in the following 
special cases: •
a) ti = £ 0 ; $ = ^ f, ^ pf» *ic*
b) ft = 5 >3. V
2.8 THEOREM.- let X be a topological space, and suppose that 
Q.C'S’(X) isj^-compact with respect to its up­
per semi-finite topology. If each A 6 Q, is an (<K^)-subset 
°f'X, then AJ A is also an (©¿^ )-sub set' of X.
AeGt
Proof.- let Jjleoi(X) be a covering of U  A. Then A iA€-ul
a covering of each set Aed ; _ since A ia an
s
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(ot^  )-subset of X, there exists a refinement # Ae^(X) of
. for each AeCl. Putting H. = U  H, then H, is an open ’ A He^
subset of X -with AcH^, and.hence ft(HA ) is an open subset
of ^ X )  with Afc?(HA ). r
.Thus, (y(HA ))Ae<l i8 an open covering of Q. in $(X).
Since d is iE-compact, there exists a subset of it, of car­
dinality less than $, such that (1?(HA ))A€g still covers Q..
Then we have U  A C  U  H. = U  U  H, so that 
A6CL A€^ A . Affe He7iA
ft = U ^ A .eA(X) - 
a^  '
is a covering of U  A which clearly refinesA€0L
We now give a table which enumerates special cases of 
this general result:
X ft oA. 0
arbi­
trary K <Af com p. unions of comp. sets are comp.
para-comp. ® 0 *0 *lf comp. n I I closed I I I f
para-
comp.
meta­
comp. $0 *0 *P* comp.
IT I t closed I I I f meta­comp.
arbi­trary *0 *c *f comp. 1 I I
count.comp«* I I count.comp.
count.para-comp.
cAc oiIf comp. I f I f closed 1 I I
count.
para-
comp.
count.
meta­comp.
ft0 °V V comp.
I I H closed I I 1 count.meta­
comp.
arbi­
trary *1 cA 0 Lind. I I I I Lind. 1 I I Lind.
para-
lind. »0 *0 °<lc comp. I I 1 closed I I I I para-Lind.
meta-
Lind. % ^pc Lind. 1 I I  *closed 1 meta- Lind .
If we now consider correspondences, we obtain the fol­
lowing result:
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2.9 THEOREM.- Let X and Y be two topological spaces, with X
^-compact, and let' Rs- X|Y be an upper semi- 
continuous correspondence.
If the sections of R are («: ,^  )-subsets of Y, then R(X). 
is also an (p<,^)-subset of Y .
Proof.- Since R(X) = U  R(x), it suffices, by 2.8, to
xeX
. show that the set (J. = |R(x): x £Xj is ^-com­
pact with respect to its upper semi-finite topology. But 
this is the case, since Q. is the image of the ^-compact 
space X under the continuous mapping R.
Finally, if we further assume that every closed subset 
of an (<*,/? )-space is an (°<,^  )-subset of that space (which is 
the case in each of the examples considered above), we have:
2.10 COROLLARY.- Let X and Y be two topological spaces, with
Y an (o<,^  )-space. If R: X|Y is upper semi- 
continuous and with closed sections, then the image under R 
of every ^-compact subset of X is an (cX,/? )-§ubset of Y.
We finish this section with some results involving re­
latively compact sets. A subset A of a topological space X ~ 
is said to be relatively compact if A is contained in a com- - 
pact subset of X. If X is Hausdorff, this is equivalent to 
requiring that A be compact. The easiest way to obtain a re­
sult in this direction is to make direct use of 2.9:
2.11 COROLLARY.- Let R be an upper semi-continuous corre­
spondence between a - topological space X and 
a topological space Y. If the sections of R are compact, 
then the image under R of every relatively compact subset A.of 
X is a relatively compact subset of Y.
Proof.- Indeed, A is contained in some compact set K, 
and R(K) is compact.
In order to obtain a result where the sections of R are 
only assumed to be relatively compact, vre use theorem 5.3 of 
[8], v/hich asserts that the mapping A*-*A of §(X) into it­
self is continuous with respect to the finite topology,, pro­
vided X is normal.
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2.12 THEOREM.- Let X be a normal T1-space, and suppose that
Qcf(X) ' is compact -with respect to its fi- '
nite topology. If each Ae<^ is' relatively compact, then
U  A is also relatively compact.
Ae(*
Proof.- Since X is normal, it follows, by the above
mentioned theorem, that the set [A: Ae(£} is
also compact. Now A is compact for each Ae(J, and so, by
2.8, it follows that U l  is a compact set. Since it con-AeQ
tains U A, the result follows.
A ett •
Again, we can deduce a result on correspondences, which 
can be proved exactly like 2,9:
2.15 THEOREM.- Let R be a continuous correspondence between 
a compact space X and a normal T^-space Y. If
the sections of R are relatively compact subsets of Y, then 
R(X) is relatively compact in Y. -
2.14 COROLLARY.- Let R be a continuous correspondence.be­
tween a topological space X and a normal 
T1-space Y. If the sections of R are relatively compact, in
Y, then the image under R of every relatively compact subset A. 
of X is a relatively compact subset of Y.
Proof.- This can now be proved like 2.11: A is con­
tained in some compact set K, and R(K) is rela­
tively compact by 2.15» hence R(A) is also relatively com­
pact.
§2. QUASI-UNIFORMITIES ON HIPERSPACES
In the appendix to his basic paper [8], E. Michael apol­
ogizes to the reader for originally not having been aware 
that the finite (Vietoris) topology on f(X) is the Join of 
the usf and the lsf topologies. He also mentions that, if 
(X,70 i3 a uniform space, then the (Bourbaki) uniformity
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induced on ^(X) by li can also be viewed as the join of two 
other uniformities on $(X). In fact, as noted by N. Levine 
and W.J. Stager in [7], these two structures are only quasi­
uniformities, since they do not satisfy the symmetry axiom.
In this section, we intend to study the hyperspace of a 
quasi-uniform space. Besides having an interest of their 
own, quasi-uniformities will be found quite useful, in chap­
ter 3» in proving results about continuous correspondences.
As mentioned above, a quasi-uniformity is defined with 
the same axioms as for a uniformity, except that it is no
more required that U~^ be an entourage for each entourage U.
Most of the concepts and elementary results concerning 
base, uniformity generated by a set, relative uniformity, 
uniform continuity (which is now referred to as quasi-uni­
form continuity). and topology induced by a uniformity, can 
be treated in the same way, as they do not involve the sym­
metry axiom. Perhaps the first notable exception is the for­
mula A = H u -1(A) for the closure' of a set .in a quasi-uni- 
U
form space (X,"H), where U runs through the set 7[ of entou­
rages of X. Indeed, xeA iff U(x)P\A 0 0 for each Uzlt,
i.e. x e U  (A) for each U.
If K is a quasi-uniformity on a set X, the con.jugate
quasi-uniformity U~1 is defined to be that which has the
sets U"1 as entourages, where U runs through li.
If and lT are quasi-uniformities on X, we denote by 
the join of % and If. If T(X) denotes the topology in­
duced by %  we have Y(tvi) = T(tO vT(V"), i.e. is
the join of 'j(ft) and i(lf).
If 1L is a uniformity, we also say that is symmetric.
Thus, the quasi-uniformity is symmetric for each
quasi-uniformity 71; it is the smallest uniformity containing 
U. If (X,7{) and (Y,V) are quasi-uniform spaces, and f; X— *Y
is (^»iD-quasi-uniformly continuous, it is also
quasi-uniformly continuous, hence tit'll ^-uniformly
continuous.
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For a more detailed discussion of quasi-uniform spaces, 
we refer to [9].
let (X,?0 be a quasi-uniform space. For each U ell, we
shall denote by U*, and U the following subsets of 
t(X) x -g(X):
U* = \U,B) efl(X) x-fl(X): B cu(A)j’,
= [(A,B) ^(1 )  x-S(X): A C U “1(B)],
U = [(A,B) 6 *8(X) x ■g(X): B C U ( A ) ; and A ^ U " 1(B)}. 
Clearly, (U*)"1 = (U_1)*, (U*)~1 = (U“1)* and 
U = uvnu^ for each U. Also, the relation U c T  implies 
U* c. V*, U^CV^. and UCV.
2.15 THEOREM.- The sets U* (resp. U.*.) (resp. U) form a base 
for a quasi-uniformity )£* (resp. X+) (resp.
\) on f(Z), as U runs through 11. Furthermore, we have
w r A = oc1)*, (¿(*r1 = (x-1)* and x=rv^.
Proof.- let IB be the set of all sets U*’. We have:
a) The intersection of two sets of H contains a set of
If U,V are entourages, then (Ur\V)*C U*nV*.
b) Every set of & contains the diagonal in #(X):
Indeed, AcU(A) for each entourage U and each A6 i(X)
c) Every set of t> contains the square of a set of '¡S’:
If TJ is an entourage, then (U*)^ Cl (U^)^ Indeed, if
(A,B)e (U*)^, there exists a set C e ^ (X) with (A,C)e-U*
and (C,B)eU*. Hence CCU(A) and BoU(C), and so
B cu(C) CU^(A), showing that (A,B) 6 (U^)*. Since every
entourage of X contains some square U , the result follows.
This proves our claim concerning 'U.*, The result con­
cerning X* then follows immediately. Finally, note that the
sets Urn form a base for the quasi-uniformity K* v X, on
tf(x-), as U and V independently run through X* Since
u n  V <=■ U A V  cl u * n v t , the result concerning %  follows.
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Note that, if ti. is symmetric, then and are conju- 
gate quasi-uniformities, and so % is also symmetric.
With the notation just introduced, we call (resp.
the upper (resp. lower) quasi-uniformity induced by % on $(X)
We call Ik the Bourbaki quasi-uniformity induced by % on f(X),
Since = we have 'J'W = v ^ W # )  •
If Q c TP(x ), the Bourbaki quasi-uniformity of Q. is de­
fined to be that which is induced on (5 by the Bourbaki quasi-
uniformity of U(X), and will also be denoted by %, This will
not lead to confusion, for- %k = for' each A CX; 7(k
denotes here the quasi-uniformity induced by % on A,
Similar remarks hold concerning and '
The three quasi-uniformities introduced above are all . 
admissible, in the sense that the mapping x>— ►{x'j is an iso­
morphism of X onto a subspace of #(X). Indeed, putting 
X' = : x e X} and denoting by f the bijection X—->X‘, vie
see that the image under the bisection f * f: X xX — >X' x X ’ 
of any entourage U of. X is equal to
u^ n (x> x xv) = n(x'x x’ ) = un(x'x x‘ ).
Quasi-uniformly continuous correspondences
Let R: X|Y be a correspondence between quasi-uniform 
spaces.
R is said to be ouasi-uniformly upper semi-continuoua if, 
for each entourage V of Y, there exists an entourage U of X 
such that the relation (x,y)e U implies R(y)cV(R(x)).
R is said to be ouasi-uniformly lower semi-continuous if, . 
for each entourage V of Y, there exists an entourage U of X
such that the relation (x,y)fU implies R(x)cV"1(R(y))t 
R is said to be ouasi-uniformly continuous if it is both 
quasi-uniformly use and quasi-uniformly lsc.
2^16 THEOREM.- The following statements are equivalent: 
a) R is quasi-uniformly continuous (resp. quasi-uni-
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formly use) (resp. quasi-uniformly lsc).
b) R is quasi-uniformly continuous, when $ (I) is en­
dowed with its Bourbaki (resp. upper) (resp. lower) 
quasi-uniformity.
c) R is quasi-uniformly continuous, when ^(X) and #(Y) 
are endowed, with their respective Bourbaki (resp. 
upper) (resp. lower) quasi-uniformities.
Proof.- The equivalence of a) and b) is obvious. Also,
because of the relation R = R*j^, we see that
b) follows from c). We now show that a) implies c). First 
consider the "use" case. So let V be any entourage of Y .
Then there is an entourage U of X such that R(y)CV(R(x)) 
for each (x,y) e TJ. Hence, if A,Be1>(X) are such that 
BcU(A), we easily see that R(B) CV(R(A)), so that
(R(A),R(B) )€ V* for each (A,B)6 U*.
The "lsc" case can be treated in the same manner. Finally, 
the "Bourbaki" case follows from the other two.
The following result on the quasi-uniform continuity of 
composites is a direct consequence of the last theorem; , the 
proof goes exactly like that of 2.6.
2.17 THEOREM.- Let R: X|Y and S: Y|Z be correspondences 
between quasi-uniform spaces. If R and S are 
both quasi-uniformly continuous, then so is S^R.
Similarly for "quasi-uniformly use" and "quasi-uniform­
ly lsc".
At this stage, it might be interesting to consider two 
other natural concepts of quasi-uniform continuity for cor­
respondences, and to study their relationship to those we 
have introduced above.
So let R: X|Y be a correspondence between quasi-uni­
form spaces. We shall say that R is strongly (resp. weakly) 
guasi-uniformlv continuous if, for each entourage V of Y , 
there exists an entourage U of X such that the relation 
(x»y)eu implies R(x) * R(y) c V (resp. (R(x) x R(y) ) n V ^  0) %
Putting S = R* R, we see that R is strongly (resp.
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weakly) quasi-uniformly continuous iff S*(V) (resp. S^V)) 
is an entourage of X for each entourage V of Y.
2.18 THEOREM.- Suppose that the sections of R are nonempty.
a) If R is strongly quasi-uniformly continuous, then it 
is also quasi-uniformly continuous.
b) If R is quasi-uniformly upper (resp. lower) semi- 
continuous, then it is also weakly quasi-uniformly 
continuous.
Proof.- Putting S = R x R, it suffices to show that
S*(V) c  (R x R )"1 (V)
and that (R x R )“ 1 (V*) c S*( V) (resp. (R * R )"1 (V, ) cSfr(V) ) 
for each entourage V of Y.
Suppose first that R(x)*R(y)cV. Since R(x) V 0, we 
can choose a point ze-R(x). Then, for each weR.(y), we 
have (z,w)& V, hence w eY(z)CV(R(x)), so that 
R(y) C Y(R(x)).
Similarly, R(x)C7"'(R(y)), ^
Next, suppose that R(y) C V(R(‘x)). Since R(y) ^ 0, we 
can choose a point weR(y). Hence weV(R(x)), so there ex­
ists a point zsR(x) such that veV(z). It follows that 
(z,w) e (R(x) x R(y))hv.
Similarly, the relation R(x)cV’1(E(y)) implies 
(R(x) x R(y))nV ^  0.
Finally, let us note the following result on composites:
2.19 THEOREM.- Let R: X|Y and S: Y|Z be correspondences
between quasi-uniform spaces. If R and S are 
"both strongly (resp. weakly) quasi-uniformly continuous, 
then so is S«R.
Proof.- It suffices to use the relation
(S*R) X (S'R) = (S X S)-(R* R)
°f 1.15. Thus, in the case of strong quasi-uniform continui-
■ty* we 'have -((S»R) x (S*R))*(W) = (R * R)*((S x S)* (W)) for 
each entourage W of Z.
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Com'nact, precompact and bounded unions
We now deal with results that go along the same lines 
as theorem 2.8 on compact unions. We start with a generali­
zation to quasi-uniform spaces of the statement that compact 
unions of closed sets are closed in a uniform space.
2.20 THEOREM.- Let (X,ll) be a quasi-uniform space, and sup­
pose that (£C 1?(X) is compact with respect
to its quasi-uniformity (H-  ^)*"• If each AeGL is closed,
then A " = U  A is also closed.
° A€0.
Proof.- Suppose that xQ e X \ A Q; we show that xQ iAQ.
How, for each AeQ, xq 4A and so there exists
a
an entourage of X such that (A). Then, there ex-
ists an entourage of X with V^~cU^.' How, the set .
(V^-1)*(A) is a neighbourhood of the point A in ?(X), for
each: A^d. Since Q_ is compact, there exists.a finite subset
t of such that U  (V “1)*(A). It follows that
Aeti A
A C. \J V."1 (A). Putting Y = C\ V., we see that V f K  and ° Ast ■ Aet A
that V ' ^ A j c f ' f  U  V " 1(A)) = U  V"1( V ”1( A ) ) c U  U "1(A).
A&t acts
Hence, x0 V-1 (AQ), and the result follows.
The following theorem, which constitutes a new result 
even for uniform spaces, deals with precompact (resp. bound­
ed) sets. A quasi-uniform space (X,“W) is said to be nrecom- 
pact if, for each . U , there exists a finite set P C X  
with X = U(F). It is said to be bounded if, for each U €ll, 
there exist a finite set PCI. and an integer n >0 with
X = Un(E). Precompactness and boundedness are preserved un­
der quasi-uniformly continuous mappings.
21. THEOREM.- Let X be a quasi-uniform space, and suppose 
that (£o$(X) is precompact (resp. bounded) 
with respect to its upper quasi-uniformity. If each A € CL is
precompact (resp. bounded) then so is A = U a ,
0 AeQ, .
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Proof.- •
The precompact case: Let U be any entourage of X. There
2exists an entourage V such that V CU, Since ¿2 is precom- 
pact, there exists a finite subset '/£ of Q. such that
, Now each set B e $ is precompact, and so there 
exists a finite subset F-g of B such that BCV(F^). Then,
the set F = U  Fg is a finite subset of AQ. Moreover, we Be £
claim that AQClI(F). Indeed, for each Ae d there exists 
a set B e-g with AeV^(B). But then
AcV(B) CV(V(Fb ))CV2(F)CU(F).
The bounded case: Let U be any entourage of A^. Since Q, 
is bounded, there exist a finite subset U of Q and an inte­
ger N> 0 such that $ C  (U*)^(1?). Now each set B & f is 
bounded and so there exist a finite subset F^ of B and an
integer n-g> 0 such that B c u  B(FB ). Then, the set
F = \J p is a finite subset of A . Put 
Bet B 0n = N +■ max Be 7^ ];
we claim that AQC U n(F). Indeed, for each AeQ there ex­
ists a set Be"& with A 6 (U*)N(B). But then, since
(U*)N c (U17)**,. we have .
,T >T n-o N+n-o
A C U N(B)CUN(U B(Fb ))CU B(F)CUn(F).
Using restricted canonical extensions, as in the proof 
of 2.9, we can deduce:
£¿22 THEOREM.- Let R: X|.Y be a quasi-uniformly upper semi-
continuous correspondence between quasi-uni­
form spaces. If A C X  is precompact (resp. bounded) and
B(x) is precompact (resp. bounded) for each xeA, then R(A) 
is precompact (resp. bounded).
Ssiations between tocologies and quasi-uniformities
Let (X,2t) be a quasi-uniform space. Our aim will now
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consist in finding out vhen the finite topology f^0O  induced 
"by the topology /T(?0 of X coincides with the topology JXit)
induced by the Bourbaki quasi-uniformity.
We first have the following two theorems:
23 THEOREM.-
a) 7 (K*) is finer than. (TOO •
b) T(X.*) is coarser than (TOO)*«
Proof.-
a) We show that the set ^(G) is open in f(X) with re­
spect to the topology for each ?(X)-open sub­
set G of X. For this, let AQ£ J(G), and choose a point
x q 6 AqC\G. Since G is ?(7C)~open, there exists an entourage 
U e K  with U(x0)c&. How U*(AQ) is a '$('!(*)-neighbourhood of 
Aq in ?(X). We claim that U+ (Aq )c ^(g ). Indeed, if 
A € U*.(Aq) t then A0CU"’1 (A) and so, in particular, there 
exists a point x e A  with xo e U “1(x). Thus, x e A A U ( x  ),
showing that Ae J(U(x0))cd(G). ■
b) We show that, for each AQef(X) , and each entourage
the set U*(Aq) is a (TOW) ^ -neighbourhood of 
Aq in f(X). Indeed, the set U(AQ) is a TOO-neighbourhood of 
A0 in x, and so f(U(A0)) is a (T('H))*-neighbourhood of A in 
1?(X). Since U*(AQ) = f(U(AQ)), the result follows.
£a2£ THEOREM.- Let Ao ef(X).
a) In order that every (T(K)^-neighbourhood of A in✓ o
^(X) contains a T(7(*)-neighbourhood of A , it suf­
fices that the sets U(AQ) form a base of neighbourhoods of
A0 in X, as U runs through W.
b) In order that every T(lKO”nef®kbourhood of AQ in, 
$(X) contains a (?(!))*-neighbourhood of A it suf­
fices that AQ be X^^-prcccmpact.
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that the set « 0) contains a ^ - n e i g h b o u r  
hood of A in Six) for each pen subset 0 of X
with A *.*«»). New, since A0cG, by hypothesis there ex-
j. tt c 7/ such that U(AJCG. But then,ists an entourage TJ^it en o
VHk ) is a ‘sW'J-neighbourhooa of AQ in ?(X). Also,
n*U°)c-8 (0). since the relation A€U^(A0) implies
a c u (a0)c g .
b) Vie show that, for each entourage U ell, the set 
Ut (A0) contains a (?W ) ^ -neighbourhood of AQ in
?(X). How, there exists an entourage vet with V2cU.
Since A iB ^ ’-preoompaot, there exists a finite family
_p a „„ph that A c U v  ‘(a.). Now (a.). T of elements of AQ suen 0 i
1 16 1
y(a ) is a 'j (A)-neighbourhood of a± for each i 6 I, and so
the\et a  = n  J(T(H )) is *■ C?(W V-neighbourhood of AQ 
if I ^
in ve now show that < ^ U * < A Q). So let Tor each
x a  , there exists an index i « I  «itt (a,), and
then °(x0,ai) A V. Now A ^ C V ^ ) ) ,  and so we can choose a 
point x°e A n v ( ai). It follows that (a^x) € V, and hence 
o , 4--u„+ v 6 U ' ^ x J C U “ (A). Ve have(x ,X)€V2CU, showing that xQ e u w
° , . TT—1 1 i e. AetAjA}, as required,thus shown that AQC  U (A), . * o "
2.25 C O R O L L A R Y „ _ .. , .
a) Let ffi.be the set of all subsets A of X which have 
the property that the sets U(A) form a base pf neigh­
bourhoods of A in X, as l> runs through *. Then the topologies
(?(H))* and y u * )  coincide on d.
b) Let a be the set of all 2C 1-Precompaot subsets of X.
Then the topologies (?«>>* and « V  ooinoi<Je on 4V
It follows that, on the set tt ot - ^  M
includes the *W-oo«paet subsets of X) , the topology , H) 
is coarser thanTi®. Indeed, (fOO), *« than s(^)
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2.23a, and so £ (X) = (¿(X))*v (¿(X)).*. is coarser than 
S (X*) v 7 (iKn) = ¿(X) on £2» Similarly, it follows that TftjQ
• r-* .•iis finer than ¿(X) on the set of “U -precompact subsets of X.
In the next two theorems, we obtain converses of 2.24.
¿» 26 THEOREM.- let AQe 'S’(X). In order that every (¿CM.))*-
neighbourhood of AQ in #(X) contains a ^(X)- 
neighbourhood of AQ, it is necessary that the sets U(A ) 
form a base of neighbourhoods of AQ in X, as U runs through
X.
Proof.- Let G be any 3 (2'0-open subset of X containing
A . Then $(G) is a (¿(X) ^ -neighbourhood of A u o
in 7?(X). By hypothesis, there exists an entourage Ue-7( such 
that lf(A0)ci(a). We now claim that V(AQ)ca. Indeed, sup­
pose, to get a contradiction, that U(A0)<£g , and choose a 
point xoe U(AQ )\G. Letting A = AQU {xQ] , ,.we see that 
A c U(Aq ) and A0C U ’1(A0) C U “1(A), so that A€U(Aq ). it
follows that Ae S?(G), i.e. AC G, contradicting the fact 
that xq£ G.
¿-»27 COROLLARY.- In order that every )*- (resp. icf)-)
neighbourhood of AQ in $(X) contains a
¿(X*)- (resp.' neighbourhood of Aq, it is necessary
and sufficient that the sets U(AQ) form a base of neighbour­
hoods of Aq in X, as U runs through Ti.
¿¿28 THEOREM.- Let ©O' be the discrete topology on X, and let
AQe $(X). In order that every (f(^-neigh­
bourhood of Aq in $(X) contains a 9-neighbourhood of A , it 
is necessary that Aq be 7C”^-precompact.
Proof.- Let U be any entourage in ft. Then ^ ( A  ') is a
¿(^-neighbourhood of AQ in l9(X). By hypothe-
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sis, there exist a subset GQ of X and a finite family
of subsets of X such that, putting &  = t(&Q)n fl weiel
have A e c  IL (A ). For each iel, choose a point x. in 
Aon G±, and let C = ^x±: i e i] . Then clearly C £ O', and 
hence Ce Uir(Ao). Thus, AoCD"'(C), showing that AQ is 
precompact.
2.29 COROLLARY.- In order that every (resp. "six)-)
neighbourhood of AQ in $(X) contains a
(^(20)^.- (resp. JijQ-) neighbourhood of AQ, it is necessary
and sufficient that AQ is X ”1-pnecompact.
The results 2.26 - 2.29 could also have been formulated 
and proved for the space ^ (X) of all closed subsets of X in­
stead of the whole space $(X), provided it is further as­
sumed that X is a T^-space. Indeed, if kQ is assumed to be
closed in 2.26, then the set A constructed in the proof will 
also be closed. Similarly, the set C constructed in the proof 
of 2.28 will be closed. ' ' '
We conclude with a result which compares the topologies 
m * )  and (?(>!))*.
?Q THEOREM.- Let (X,lO be a quasi-uniform T^-space with at
' least two distinct points. Then the topology 
'i(^) of -g(x) is not coarser than the topology (j(U))*.
iroof.- it suffices to show that there is a point A
in $(X) and an entourage U in X such that, for 
each open subset G of X with AQt f(G), the set U4p(A0) does
n°t contain the set $(G). We claim that we can take AQ = X.
Indeed, since every open subset of X containing X must be e- 
9ual to X i t s e lf ,  and since
V X )  = (Ae 1?(X): X C U -1 (A)} = {A£ £(X): U"1(A) = x} 
for each entourage Ue7i, what we have to show reduces to 
f°Howing; there exists an entourage such that
the Ee1: \Ae •S’(x ): u "1 (A) = x) is different from tf(X).
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For this, let x0 >xi be two distinct points of X.
Since X is a T^-space, there exists an entourage UeJt such 
that xofU(x1). Then, x1 f U-1 (xQ), so that U“1(xQ) ^ X. 
Hence the result.
Again, this result is valid for the space £(X) instead 
of ^(X), since X is clearly a closed subset of itself, and 
since the one-point set {xQ  ^ constructed in the proof above
is also closed, X being assumed a T^-space.
Fseudometrizability
Having split up the Bourbaki -uniformity into two other 
structures, it seems natural to attempt something similar 
with the Hausdorff pseudometric.
A quasi-pseudometric on a set X is defined with the 
same axioms as for a pseudometric, except that we no longer 
require symmetry. Thus, if d is a quasi-pseudometric on X, 
the relation d(x,y) = d(y,x) does not necessarily hold for 
each x,y 6 X.
Jusb as for a pseudometric, the sets
. ■ V£' - vf = {(xfy) £ X » X:- d(x,y) < (} form a 
hase for a quasi-uniformity 7X(d) on X.'We also use the nota­
tion = [(x,y)eXnI: d(x,y)<st}.
The conjugate d of d is defined by the relation
. . d”1(x,y) = d(y,x) for each (x,y).eX*X.
We have (K(d))-  ^ = 2((d""^ ), i.e. quasi-uniformities induced . 
by conjugate quasi-pseudometrics are themselves conjugate.
If d^dg are two quasi-pseudometrics on a set X, then
the join d^v d2 of d1 and d2 is defined by the relation 
(d1 v d2)(x,y) = sup (d^x^), d2(x,y)} 
for each (x,y)?XxX. We have;'K.(d1 v d2) = ^ ((d1 )v R(d2).
If a quasi-pseudometric. d£i& a pseudometric, we say that 
i-b is symmetric. Thus, the quasi-pseudometric d v d*“1 is sym-
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metric for each quasi-pseudometric d.
In what follows, (X,d) will denote an arbitrary quasi­
pseudometric space.
2.51 THEOREM.- The function d*: ^(X)x|(X)— >[0,^3, de-
f 0, if B = 0
fined by d*(A,B) = \ ,) sup d(A,y), if B ^ 0
• vy*E
is a quasi-pseudometric on $(X).
H.B.: We use the convention inf 0 =<», so that
d(0,y) = inf d(x,y) = <*> for each. yeB. xe0
Proof.- It is clear that d*(A,A) = 0 for each A e#(X). 
We now show that the triangle inequality holds. 
For this, let A,B,Ce$(X); we want to show that
d*(A,C)4 d*(A,B) + d*(B,C).
Suppose first that C = 0. Then we have d*(A,C) = 0, so 
that inequality trivially holds. Suppose now that C ^ 0. If 
also B = 0, then d^(B,C) = ^  , so that inequality trivial­
ly holds. If on the other hand B ^ 0, then we can show that 
d(A,c) 4 d*(A,B) + d*(B,C) for each ceC. Indeed, let C > 0. 
Then there exists a point bf B such that
d(b,c) « d(B,c ) + £.
Since d(x,c) ^  d(x,b) + d(b,c) for each xeA, it follows 
that d(A,c) «5 d(A,b) + d(b,c ) s d(A,b ) + d(B,c) + d
¿d*(A,B) + d*(B,C) + C,
hence the result.
It follows immediately from this theorem that the func­
tion d^: tfCX) *1?(X)— >-Lo, ^ 3, defined by
(0, if A = 0
d (A,B) = , w ,] sup d(x,B), if A 0 0 VxeA
is a quasi-pseudometric on $(X), and that the relations 
(d*r1 = (d-1)^  and (d*)“1 = (d"1 )* hold.
^y
Finally, 
d(A,B) =]
the function d: ,P(X)x1?(X) 
0, if A = B = 0 *■
sup | sup d(A,y), sup d(x,B) y^ B xeA
[o,050!, defined
otherwise
9
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is a quasi-pseudometric on $(X). Furthermore, d = d^y d^.
Note that, if d is symmetric, then d*- and d+ are conju­
gate, hence d is also symmetric.
With the notation introduced above, we call d* (resp. 
d^) the upper (resp. lower) quasi-pseudometric induced by d 
on $(X). We call 3" the Hausdorff quasi-pseudometric induced 
by d on $(X).
The three quasi-pseudometrics introduced above are ad­
missible. in the sense that the mapping xv—»{x} is an iso­
morphism of'X onto a subspace of ^X). Indeed, it is clear 
that d*(\x^,^y}) = d*Ux},ly}) = d(^x},\y}) = d(x,y) for 
each (x,y) e X / X.
We now show that the quasi-uniformity induced by cl is 
precisely ^(d). Eut first:
2.52 LEMMA.- For each i > 0, we have V^*C (V^)frd:W^. 
Proof.-
Ad V^ C(V^)* : Suppose (A,B) e , i.e. d*(A,B)<£.
We have to show that (A,B) e(tjf)*,.i.e.
BCV^(A). This is obvious if B = 0. If B ^ 0, then
d*"(A,B) = sup d(A,y)<£, and so d(A,y)<^£ for each y fcB. 
yeB
Thus, for each yeB, there exists a point x e A  such that
d(x,y)<t, i.e. y € V^(x) C V^(A), as required.
Ad j Suppose (A,B)s(v£)*, i.e. BcV^(A).
We have to show that (A,B)e W^ , i.e.
d*(A,B)$ £.. This is obvious if B = 0. If B ^ 0 ,  then we 
have to show that d*(A,B) = sup d(A,y)^£. Now, since
d yeB
® C \(A), for each y e B  there exists a point x e A  with 
y e Ve (x), i.e. d(x,y)<£; hence d(A,y)<£ for each yeB, 
and the result follows.
^22. THEOREM.- We have (U(d)f = 3{(d*), (ft(d))*. = ?((d*) 
and 2t(d) = %(&).
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Proof.- The relation (*i((d))* ='K(d*’) follows directly 
from the lemma-. Indeed, the sets (^r)* form a 
base for (t<(d))*, whereas the sets (resp. ) form a 
base for ilid*).
Then, we have (("¡¡((d) )*”* )* = (Z{(d"1))* = tC((d”^)*)
-t(((a^r1) = (tUd.))-1,
hence (£{(d))^ = M(d*). Finally,
U U >  = U((d))* y (3l(d))<f«U(d*)v'i((d4k)' = K ( d * v d ^ ) = 2((§:), 
,2.34 THEOREM.-
a) If d is finite, then d*, d^ and d are all finite on 
the set of nonempty bounded subsets of X.
b) For each A,BeiXx), we have
d*(A,B) = 0 iff B cA, where closure is taken with
respect to d”^,
and d^(A,B) = 0 iff AcB, where closure is taken with
respect to d.
c) If d is finite and symmetric, then d is a metric on 
the set of nonempty closed bounded subsets of X.
Proof.- Part a) is clear. To prove part b), it suffices 
to show the first equality only. Now 
d*(A,B) = 0 iff d(A,y) = 0 for each y e B
iff for each y e B  and each £ > 0, there ex­
ists a point x e A  with d(x,y)< £_, i.e.
yef(x)
iff y el^(A) for each y e B  and each £ > 0  
iff B c O v ? ( A )  = )“1( A) = T.£>o c £>o t
Finally, part c) is clear, since
df(A,B) = 0 = }  d*(A,B) = d^(A,B) = 0
==■— •> 3 c a  and A c B  by part b).
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C h a p t e r  3
T O P O L O G I C A L  P R O P E R T I E S  
O P  C O R R E S P O N D E N C E S
§1. PROPERTIES OF UNIONS AND PRODUCTS
Pervin's quasi-uniformity
As mentioned at the beginning of chapter 2, we intend 
to show how quasi-uniformities on hyperspaces can be used to 
prove results about topologies on hyperspaces and about con­
tinuous correspondences.
The first step in this direction is to note that every 
topological space is quasi-uniformizable. In [1°3> W.J. Per- 
vin shows how a topology f o n  a set X induces a quasi-uni­
formity °h X with the property that the topology in­
duced by is equal to itself. We shall refer to Vji's)
as Pervin*s quasi-uniformity induced by f on X,
For convenience, we recall how X/if) is constructed. If 
X is a set, we write U-^ (A) = (A* A)u( (X\A) xX) for each
subset AcX. If Jf is a topology on X, then the sets UX (G),
with G running through O', form a subbase for X(if). If we on­
ly let G run through a subbase of (f, the sets UX (G) still.
generate X((f).
The following is a useful property of Pervin's quasi­
uniformity: if O' are two topologies on X, then
W v - r )  = W)vX.(r)-
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Indeed, the set TuT* is a subbase for J’v • Hence, the 
sets UX (G), with G running through T u T * » generate ¿{(Tv'?')*
But the sets UX (G) also generate V^ 'f) v ?l((f).
It also follows from the relation just proved, in par­
ticular, that *5 is finer than J-’ iff 7\($) is finer than 
Hi's'). Indeed, if ^ is finer than J't then t and
so KCS’JvtUf') = )'= showing that is
finer than 1A(7' )•
As far as hyperspaces are concerned, the most useful 
result is that Pervin's quasi-uniformity is compatible with 
the formation of quasi-uniformities in hyperspaces. Indeed, 
N. Levine and W.J. Stager have shown in [7], theorems 2.1.2
and 2.1.3, that the sets (UX (G))* (reap. (UX (G))^) generate
(£{(T))* (resp. CzUi'))*.), as G runs through 3% and that
(UX (G))* = U ?(X)(S(G)) (resp. (UX (G))^ ~ u £(X )(^(G) ) ).
This proves parts a) and b) of the following theorem. Using 
this, we then have
€ 5 )  = ( z w n r v  <«.(?))* = K(r)v-M.(7,) = *«?),
proving part c).
3.1 THEOREM.- Let (X,^) be a topological space. Then we have
a) = tU?*).
b) ( m j)\ = M t).
c) iar) = tmS).
3.2 COROLLART.- The topology induced by (J{(3'))+ (resp.
(2{(£))*.) (resp. 2{(T)) is equal to O'* (resp.
T*) (resp. J). ■
We now give an example of the use of 3.2, and show how 
the following two known results can be deduced from a single 
result about quasi-uniform spaces:
lil THEOREM.- Let (X,^) be a topological space. Then the to­
pological space (i(X),^) is a TQ-space.
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5.4 THEOREM.- Let (X,l/Q be a uniform space. Then the uniform
space (^(X),li) is Hausdorff.
In order to do this, we use the fact that, in quasi- 
uniform spaces, the TQ separation axiom can be characterized
in terms of entourages only: a quasi-uniform space (X,tC) 
with base H? for its set of entourages is a TQ-space iff
the set fl U is anti-symmetric (cf. [9], theorem 5.1). We 
now prove:
5.5 THEOREM.- Let (X,i(.) We a quasi-uniform space. Then the
quasi-uniform space (^(X),^^) is a TQ-space.
Proof.- We show that the set Q  = f\ tL C\ (^(X)x #  (X))U*K *
is anti-symmetric. Now, using the relation 
(n.)~1 = (U~1 )*', we obtain 0."1 = C\ (U_1 )*Pl (S'(X)y (X)).
Thus, if (A,B)6 dr> (L~1 , we have A O  f\U~- (B) = "B and
UeH
B c. H u “ 1 (A) =  A. Since A and B are closed, it follows that 
UeU
A = B.
Proof of 5*5.- By 5.5, the quasi-uniform space
(J’(X), (tKy) )^) is a TQ-space. Since the
topology induced by ( i i ( Z ) )* is equal to '3^ ., the result fol­
lows.
A/
Proof of 5.4.- Since 1A+ is coarser than U, the conclu-/V
sion in 5.5 holds with ft in place of 
Thus, the uniform space (£(X),Zl) is a TQ-space, hence it is 
Hausdorff.
Pervin's quasi-uniformity enables us to consider topo­
logical spaces as a special sort of quasi-uniform space. As 
the following result shows, it does much more than that: it 
transforms the morphisms of topological spaces into those of 
t h e 'associated quasi-uniform spaces. More precisely:
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3.6 THEOREM.- let (X.J') and (X',^' ) be two topological
spaces. Then a mapping f: X— >X' is (i',Qr')~ 
continuous iff it is (XCi') , t i 7 ' ) )-quasi-uniformly continuous.
Proof.- If f is quasi-uniformly continuous, then it is 
continuous, since the topology induced by Zl(i') 
(resp. XCi'1)) is equal to (T (resp. 'J*’). Now suppose f is 
continuous. To show that it is quasi-uniformly continuous,
it suffices to show that (fx f)” 1(ux ,(G)) is an entourage in
X  for each open subset G of X 1. Now, since f is continuous,
f~^(G) is an open subset of X. Thus, the result will follow
if we can show that (f X f )”  ^(Ux , (G)) =- Ux (f-  ^(G)). Now,
since UX , ( G ) =  (G x G) U (( X ' \ G )  x X ' ) , we have
(f x f)"1(Ux ,(G)) = ( f 1(&)xf"1( G ) ) u ( U \ f “1(G))xX)
= Ux(f~^(G)), as desired.
3.7 COROLLARY.- If the quasi-uniformity is the inverse
image of ) tinder the mapping f , then the 
topology ^  is the inverse image of ‘
As an example of the usefulness of that result, we con­
sider the mapping At-» A of $(X) into itself. In what follows 
(3.8 - 3.10)» we let f: 1KX)-»1?(X) be any mapping such that
A cf(A)c A for each A&1f(X).
3.8 THEOREM.- Let (X,i() be a quasi-uniform space. Then the
quasi-uniformity Z(*of #(X) is the-inverse im­
age of itself under the mapping f. ".
Proof.- It suffices to show that U, c ( f / f ) " ^ ( ( u « u )  )
and (-f x f)”  ^(U^)c (11*11)^ for each entourage U, 
i.e. that the relation Acu“ (^B) implies
f(A) c ( U » U ) ” 1 (f(B))
and that the relation f ( A ) ) c U ” ^(f(B)) implies
A c  (U°U)~1 (B ) .
Now, if A C U " 1 (E), then
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f(A) c A C U ' 1( A ) C U " 1(U'1( B ) ) c U ’ 1(U"1(f(B))),
while if f (A) c U -1 (f (B)), then
A C f ( A ) c U ” 1( f ( B ) ) C U " 1( B ) C U " 1(U"1(B)).
Hence the result.
3.9 COROLLARY 1.- Let (X,^) be a topological space. Then the
topology Slfr of ^ X )  is the inverse image 
of itself under the mapping f.
Proof.- By 3.8, the quasi-uniformity (■&(.(?) )* is the in­
verse image of itself under f. Since 
(K(30)* = the result follows by using 3.7.
3.10 COROLLARY 2.- Let (X,T\) be a uniform space. Then each
A/
of the quasi-uniformities K* and XL of 
$(X) is the inverse image of itself under the mapping f.
Proof.- Since the result holds for and since l{* and 
are conjugate, the result also holds for 7t*./V
It is clear from the proof of 3.8 that the result holds for X.
Let us finally note that 3.6 also extends to correspond­
ences, in the follovring sense:
3.11 THEOREM.- Let (X,7) and (X',?') be two topological :
spaces, and let R be a correspondence between 
X and X'. Then R  is (T, J'1 )-continuous (resp. use) (resp. lsc) 
iff it is (74(30 ) )-quasl-uniformly continuous (resp. qua-
si-uniformly use) (resp. quasi-uniformly lsc).
Proof.- We have .
R is (7','^ ' )-continuous
iff R  is (T»'7' )-continuous
iff is (14^ (7 ) ))— quasi—uniformly cont,,.
while R is ("WjCT) ,U(7'' ))-quasi-uniformly continuous
iff £  is ) )-quasi-uni.formly conts.
Since X(f) = *{(?) and X ^ )  = 1((r), the result follows. 
Similarly for the "use" and the "lsc" cases.
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In. the remaining parts of this section, we study the 
continuity of unions and products, trying to use the ideas 
developed so far.
Continuity of unions
3.12 THEOREM.- Let (X,1l) he a quasi-uniform space. Let F(X)A'
be endowed with its quasi-uniformity XI(resp. 
2C) (resp. 21*.), and let ^(^(X)) be endowed with its quasi­
uniformity (resp, X,*') (resp. O -
Then, the mapping f: OL'— A of ^(^(X)) into ^(X) isAed
quasi-uniformly continuous.
’ Proof.- For each A e ’S'CX), we have f({A\) = A, so that
f,% x )  " la«x)- Henoe- m )  - aV„,a -
for each CL €. £ (#(X)), so that f preserves unions. Hence, 
there exists a (unique) correspondence R between $(X) and X
with R = f. Also, R  = ^°j$(x) = fo;]^(X) = Idi>(X) is <luasi~
uniformly continuous. It follows that f = R  is also quasi- 
uniformly continuous.
We can deduce a corresponding result for topological 
spaces:
3.13 COROILARX.- Let (X,“JO be a topological space. Let "^X)/v
be endowed with its topology ^ (resp. 3’*)* ^
(resp. (j*)» and let ^(o(X)) be endowed with its topology ^
(resp.J'**) (resp. ^  ^ .). Then the mapping f: — > U  A  ofAed
^(^(X)) into $(X) is continuous.
Proof.- By 3.12, f is ,2L(i*) )-quasi-uniformly con­
tinuous, hence continuous. Now the topology in­
duced by W(T) is equal to ^  and the topology induced by 
%.(?) — \ ( T )  is equal to Y . Hence the result.- 
Similarly for (T* and (T*.
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Ve now consider unions of families of correspondences.
3.14 THEOREM.- Let R be the union of a finite family
of correspondences between a quasi-uniform 
space X and a quasi-uniform space Y. If R i is quasi-uniform-
ly upper (resp. lower) semi—continuous for each ie-I, then 
so is R.
Proof.- We consider the "upper" case; the "lower" case 
can be dealt with in the same way.
So let V be any entourage of Y. Then, for each i e i  there 
exists an entourage of X such that the relation (x,y)
implies R. (y) C.V(R. (x)). Then, putting U = H u .  , U  is an 
1 1 iei x
entourage of X, and the relation (x,y) 6 U  implies
R(y)C V(R(x)). Hence the result.
3.15 COROLLARY.- Let (X,7() be a quasi-uniform space, I a
finite index set, and let F be the mapping
(A.).c T^ U a . of (tfuj)1 into T?(X). If. # 0 0  is endowed x xei iei 1
with its quasi-uniformity U  (resp. VA) (resp. 1A )^ t and
('P(X))^' with the induced product quasi-uniformity, then F is 
quasi-uniformly continuous.
Proof.- For each j 6 I, define a correspondence R. be-. J
tween ("??(X))^ and X by setting R.(A) = A. for 
I A J
each A = (A i)iej e (1?(X))x . Denoting by pr^ the projection
CP(X))1 — >$(X) of index j , we hare R . = p r ., which is qua-
J J
si-uniformly continuous, showing that R. is quasi-uniformly
J
continuous (resp. quasi-uniformly use) (resp. quasi-uniform­
ly lsc). Putting R = U  R 4, we thus have that R  is quasi-
j el J
uniformly continuous (resp. quasi-uniformly use) (resp. qua­
si-uniformly lsc).
How R(A) = U  A. for each A = (A. ),cT € (#(X) J1 , so that
161 X X le J.
R = F. Hence the result.
Of course, Pervin's quasi-uniformity can be used, in
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conjunction with. 3.11» to deduce from 3« 14 and 3« 15 corre­
sponding results for topological spaces. But this would 
yield only global results. Also, one might expect stronger 
results when dealing with topological spaces, since the lat­
ter can be considered as included among the quasi-uniform 
spaces. It happens to be so in this case, where the finite­
ness of the index set I is no longer necessary in the case 
of lower semi-continuity. Finally, we are able to formulate 
the following result in terms of continuity at a set, rather 
than merely at a point.
3.16 THEOREM.- Let R be the union of a family of
correspondences between a topological space X 
and a topological space Y, and let A Q be a subset of X.
a) If R^ is use at A Q for each i e-I, then R  is use at 
A q , provided I is finite.
b) If Ri is lsc at A q for each i 61, then R is lsc at
A q , for arbitrary I. * .
Proof.- Ad a): Let G be any open subset of Y with
A C R * (G ). Since R*(G) = P W ( G ) ,  we' 
» ieI
have A 0C R . * ( G ) ,  hence A q C r V* (G), for each i e I. Thus,
A c  n  R >  (G) =  T )  R, * (G) = since I is finite.
0 iel 1 iel 1
Ad b): Let G be any open subset of Y with
A d A R , ( G )  4 0. Since R*(G) = ( J r ^ ( G ) ,
i ^ I
there exists an index iQ 6 I such that A QH  R. ^(G) ^ 0.« * o
Hence A C\ R . ^(G) ^ 0, and soO a
hence the result.
Note that 3.16a is not true in general, if I is not as­
sumed to be finite. Eor example, let X = Y = [0,1] and,
fn ! X~*Y byfor each n ^ 1 ,  define a continuous function
nx, if x € [0,1/n]
1, if x e [1/n, 1]setting f n < * > for each . x ^ X ,  Then
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the union R of (fn )n >  ^ is not upper 
point 0 eX, since R(0) = {0} and
x e 3 0 ,1].
semi-continuous at the 
1 e R(x) for each
3.17 COROLLARY.- Let (X,?) he a topological space, I an in­
dex set, and let F he the mapping
(A, U  A. of (^(X))1 into £(X).i lei i£I i
a) If $(X) is endowed with its topology (f * (resp. \j),
and (IP(X))1 with the induced product topology, then 
F is continuous, provided I is finite.
b) If #(X) is endowed with its topology 3”*, and ($(X))^
with the induced product topology, then F is contin­
uous, for arbitrary I.
Proof.- This follows from 3.16» in the same way that 
3.15 followed from 3.14.
Continuity of products
We start with the main result, from which all the re­
maining results of this section will he deduced. :
3.18 THEOREM.- Let (X j_)-j_6I be a family of qua si--uni form
spaces, and let F he the mapping
(a , ),eTH— *TTa . of TT1?(X,) into f (  F ix , ).X ieI X iel 1 iei 1
Endow hyperspaces with their respective Bourbaki (resp. 
upper) (resp. lower) quasi-uniformities, and endow product 
spaces with their respective product quasi-uniformities.
Then the mapping F induces an isomorphism of T T ’? (X.)
- t—  i€l 0 1
onto a suhspace of £ ( l I X . ). '
0 iei 1
We only consider the case of upper quasi-uniformities; the 
other two cases can be dealt "with in a similar way.
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Put G = F*F. For each j 61; let pr.: T1 X.— »X.J iel 1 J
and Pr.: TT^(X. )— *£(X.) be the projections, and put 
2 iel 1 2
gj = pr j * pr j *** Gj = Pr j x Prj •
For each i el, the sets form a base for the upper
quasi-uniformity of ^(X±), as U± runs through the set of
entourages of X^. let ® be the set of all sets of the form
(U^)', where i & I  and is an entourage of X ^  Then
the set of all finite intersections
w*(u. ) = G."1(u.+)n ...n g ~1(u,*-)
X1 xn X1 X1 xn xn
of sets of (I is a base for the product quasi-uniformity of
m u . ) .i€I 1
On the other hand, let be the set of all sets of the 
form gi""^ (Ui), where i e l  and is an entourage of Xi. 
Then the set of all finite intersections
w(u. ) = g.“1(u, )P\...ng “1(U. )
11 1n 11 *1 xn 1n.
of sets of is a base for the product quasi-uniformity of
FT X .. It follows that the sets (W(U. ,...,U. ))* form a base 
iel 1
for the upper quasi-uniformity of “£( FT X. ).
iei 1
Putting . Y = TTL(X. ), the result will follow if we iel 0 1
can show that
g - v ( ( v i t q » • • • ,u ± ) ) * ) H ( Y x  Y )  =  W*(U, , . . .  ,U. ) 0 ( Y1 n 1 n
Now, f o r each ( ( A i ) ± el»  ( Bi ) i e l )  € Y * Y > we have
•H
<
^ i e l» < V i e I ) e G “ 1 ((W(U. ) ) * )  . X1 xn
i f f ( T U . , T T b . )  e (w(U, ...........U, ..))*■
i e i  1 i e i  1 *1 xn
i f f T 1 b . CW(U, , . . . ,U.  ) (  F T a , ) ,  whereas  
i e i  1 X1 xn i e i  1
( ( A , ^ ie l» ^ i ^ i e l ) e W * ( U ,  ) 
xn
iff (A. ,B. ) e U. * for each k = 1,...,n 
xk 1k 1k
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iff B. CU. (A. ) for each k=-1,...,n. 
xk 1k xk .
How, using the fact that the sets and IL are nonempty, we 
have T T b .CV/(U. ,... ,U, )( TTa . )
iel 1 11 n iel
iff V i y ^ e T T l ^  3 ( ^ ) leI« that
(x. ,y-)eU. for each k = 1,... ,n 
xk xk xk
iff B. CU. (A. ) for each k = 1,...,n,
1k xk xk
and we are done.
3.19 COROLLARY 1.- Let X be a quasi-uniform space,
a family of quasi-uniform spaces and, for 
each i el, Ri a correspondence between X and Y^ with non­
empty sections. Let R be the restricted product of the fami­
ly Then R is quasi-uniformly upper (resp. lower)
semi-continuous iff each R^ is.
Proof.- With Y = TT y ., we have R, =  prToR for eachiel i 1 1
iel, and so the quasi-uniform upper (resp. 
lower) semi-continuity of R implies that of each R^.
Conversely, suppose that each R^ is quasi-uniformly up­
per (resp. lower) semi-continuous, and let h be the mapping
(A'). T t— »TTA. of (YT into $( ]T Y . ). Endowing hyper-
1 ieI ier iel 0 1 iel 1
spaces with their respective upper (resp. lower) quasi-uni­
formities, and product spaces with their respective product 
quasi-uniformities, we see by 3.18 that h is quasi-uniformly
continuous. On the other hand, the function g: X — T7STY«)
■ iel 0 1 •
defined by g(x) = (R^(x)).j^j for each xeX, is quasi-uni­
formly continuous. Since
R(x) = T f R T x )  = h((R.(x)). T) = h(g(x))
for each x € X, it follows that R = h»g is quasi-uniformly 
continuous. Hence the result.
2.20 COROLLARY 2.- Let (Xi )±eI, ( Y ^ ^  he two families of
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quasi-uniform spaces indexed by the same 
set I. For each iel, let R± be a correspondence between X±
and Y^ with nonempty sections, and let R be the product of
the family (Rj_)i€l*
If each R± is quasi-uniformly upper (resp. lower) semi-
continuous, then so is R. The converse also holds, provided 
the X.^  are nonempty.
Proof.- Put X = l t X. and Y = TTy . . Since R is the
iel 1 iei 1 yrestricted product of the family (R^*pr^)^ej,
it follows by 3.19 that the quasi-uniform upper (resp. lower) 
semi-continuity of each R^ implies that of R.
Conversely, assume the X.^  are nonempty, and suppose
that R is quasi-uniformly upper (resp. lower) semi-continu­
ous. Choose a point (a. ).eT6 l I X , , For each j € I, let g.* x x iel 1 J
be the mapping of X. into X such that, for each x.€X.,
J J JY Xpr^g^x^.)) = 'Xj and pr^gj (x^ )) = a± whenever i ^ j ; 
then g- is quasi-uniformly continuous. Also, the relation
YR.(x.) = pr^ (R(gi (x .))) holds for each x.eX., so that 
J J J J J J JYR = pr.*R*g. is quasi-uniformly upper (resp. lower) semi- 
*i J J
continuous.
Vie now consider topological spaces. Let us first make 
some notational remarks. If X is a topological space, then 
>K(X) will denote the set of all compact subsets of X, and
*0 (x) =X(x)M0}.
Also, if is a family of topological spaces,
we denote the product topology on I I X. by 1 i ^ . Similarly
i e i  1 i e l  1
for product quasi-uniformities. If a family of
quasi-uniform spaces, then, with the notation just intro­
duced, we have J’(TTK..') = ).iei 1 iel 1 .
THEOREM.- let (X^T^Jj^j be a family of topological
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spaces, and let F "be the mapping
(Ai^iel* ►TT A. iel 1
of T T T? (X.) into $ ' ( TT X. ) • Endowing products with their iel 0 1  0 iel 1
respective product topologies, we have:
a) The mapping E induces a homeomorphism of T T ( X .  )i€l
onto a suhspace of X_(TTx. )f when hyperspaces are
0 iel 1
endowed with their respective usf topologies.
h) F is continuous at every (AjT j_'gj with compact, .
(resp. arbitrary) for each i.ei, when hyperspaces 
are endowed with their respective usf (resp. lsf) topologies.
Proof.- By 3.18, the mapping F induces an isomorphism, 
and hence a homeomorphism, of the space
(TT'&iX. ),TTCZ((Ti ))*) onto a subspace of iel 0 1 iel x
(?a (TTXj ),(TTX(^4 ))*)• Now the topology induced by 0 iei 1 iel 1
TT is equal to the product of the topologies in-iel 1
duced by the CK (S'..) )* » i.e. it is equal to T T f  . On theitl 1
other hand, by 2.25a the topology ( TT'^K^ ) )* ) coincides
i e i  1 ■
with (f'CTT'ZUt'i) ))* = ( TTft )* on the set?( (T T x .), so 
i e l  1 i e i  1 0 i e i  1
that part a) is proved.
To prove b), note that the topology.*$( (TTTl(i'j )) ) isiGI 1 *
finer than the topology (s (TTt((T-i)) X = ( TTTT X on theiel 1 * iel 1 *
set $ (fix.), by 2.23a. Similarly, if. TT A. is compact,
0 i s  I  1 * i e i  1
then every ( TTfl ^ -neighbourhood of TTAi in TTx. ) con— iel 1 iei 1 0 iei 1
tains a f(.( T T U (fc ) )*)-neighbourhood Of TT a . , by 2.24a.
> i e i  1 i e l  x
The following local results 
global results of 3.19 and 3.20, 
3.21:
which are similar to the 
can now be deduced from
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3.22 COROLLARY 1.- Let X be a topological space, (Y.jJ.^j a
family of topological spaces and, for 
each, i 6 I, R^ a correspondence between X and with non­
empty sections. Let R be the restricted product of the fami- 
!y and let xQ e X.
a) If each Ri is use at xQ, then so is R, provided 
R^(xQ) is compact for each i el.
b) If each R.^  Is lsc at xQ , then so is R.
c) If R is use (resp. lsc) at xQ , then so is each R^.
3.23 COROLLARY 2.- Let (Xi)ieI, be tw0 families of
topological spaces indexed by the same 
set I. For each iel, let Ri be a correspondence between
X^ and Y^ with nonempty sections. Let R be the product of
the family (R^)^^^, and let ^^i^iel^  ^T Xj^ .
a) If Rjl is use at x± for each i €l, then R is use at 
(x±)iei, provided R^x^) is compact for each iel.
b) If R± is lsc at xi for each i eI, then R is lee at
^i^iei*
c) If R is use (resp. lsc) at (3c±)i€I, then R± is use 
(resp. lsc) at x^ for each i€l.
Note that the last two results represent an advance 
over previous results, where the.proof rests heavily on the 
finiteness of the index set I. Also note that, for-arbitrary 
(resp. finite) I,, 3.22a (resp. 3*22b) remains'true without 
the assumption that the sections of the R^ are nonempty.
§2. SUPREMUM THEOREMS
This section deals mainly with results concerning real­
valued functions. We first show that the numerical semi-con­
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tinuity of a real—valued function is equivalent to the semi- 
continuity of an associated correspondence. This is dealt 
with in the quasi-uniform (3.24) as well as in the topologi­
cal case (3.26).
We then study the continuity of the supremum of a 
real-valued function as well as closed graphs, obtaining re­
sults which are then used to prove two supremum theorems 
(3.41 and 3.42). These, in turn, yield a general result on 
continuous selections (3•45)•
Numerically semi-continuous functions
The additive uniformity of the real line !R has as a
base of entourages the sets = [(x,y)e [Rx IR: |x —  y| < a],
as a runs through the set of real numbers >0.
The sets V* = i (x,y) e |R x R: y < x  + a) form, as a runs a  ^ *
through the set of real numbers >0, a base for a quasi- 
uniformity ^  on IR, which we shall call the unner additive 
quasi-uniformity of the real line. Similarly for the lower 
additive quasi-uniformity % ^ of the real line, defined by 
the sets V” = {(x,y) e IRx HR: y > x - a].
Clearly V~ = (V*)“1 for each a>0, henceX^ and 
are conjugate, with ^  since Va = for
each a>0.
Now let (X,74) be any quasi-uniform space. A function 
f: X—*(R will be said to be (numerically) quasi-uniformly 
upper (resp. lower) semi-continuous if it is quasi-uniformly 
continuous when [R is endowed with its upper (resp. lower) 
additive quasi-uniformity.
Clearly, f is quasi-uniformly continuous (when IR is en­
dowed with its additive uniformity) iff it is both numeri­
cally quasi-uniformly use and numerically quasi-uniformly 
lsc. Also, f is numerically quasi-uniformly use, when X is 
endowed with 7{, iff it is numerically quasi-uniformly lsc,
when X is endowed with ¿(“'l.
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3.24 THEOREM.- Let (X,tO be a quasi-uniform space, and let
f: X-+IR be a numerical function on X. Define 
a correspondence R "between X and R. by setting
R(x) = ]-<*>,f(x)3
for each x £X. Then the following are equivalent:
a) f is numerically quasi-uniformly use (resp. lsc).
b) R is quasi-uniformly use (resp. lsc), when R is en­
dowed with its additive uniformity li
c) R is quasi-uniformly use (resp. lsc), when R is en­
dowed with its upper (resp. lower) additive quasi- 
uniformity^ (resp.X^).
Proof.- We first consider the "upper" case. For this, 
it suffices to show that the following three 
statements are equivalent, for each a > 0  and each x,y€X:
(i) f(y) <f(x) + a.
(ii) R(y)cVa(R(x)).
(iii) R(y)CY+(R(x)).
(i) =i>(ii): Suppose weR(y). If weR(x), then clearly
w f Y  (R(x)). If on the other hand w^R(x),
then we have f(x) < w <f(y) < f(x) + a, hence |f(x) - w|<a, 
i.e. w €Vjf(x))CVQ(R(x)). Thus, R(y)CV(R(x)).ci d d
(ii) ==>(iii): This is clear, since V cvt.ci cl
(iii) =£(i): Since f(y) eR(y)c?^(R(x)), there exists a
point zeR(x) such that (z,f(y))ev+ , i.e. 'a.
f(y) < z + a. But z4f(x), and so f(y) < f(x) + a, as de­
sired.
By going over to7(“1 and by using the relations 
*5 = « £ r 1 V  - V  we can deduce the result for
the "lower" case.
We now consider topologies. The intervals of the form 
(resp. la,^}), with aelR, together with the set 
R (the extended real line), can be taken as open sets for a
topology on [R, which we shall denote by (resp. 7-gr), and 
which we shall call the unoer (resp. lower) topology of the
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extended real line R. Denoting the natural topology of ¡R by 
we have ?!
If (X,^) is any topological space, then a function 
f: X—>R is (numerically) upper (resp. lower) semi-continu- 
ous at a point xQ 6 X iff it is continuous at xQ, when K is
endowed with its upper (resp. lower) topology.
We shall denote the restriction of to R by simi­
larly for and Cr^ . We have = ‘s O((r )> and
^R =  ^^ R ^ *
3.25 LEMMA.- Let X be a set and f: X-»IR a real-valued
function defined on X. Define a correspondence 
R between X and (R by setting R(x) =■ C-^,f(x)^ for each 
x€X. Let G be any subset of R, and let a = inf(R\G), 
b = inf G. Then we have:
a) f"1([-°°,a[)CR*(G).
b) f“1(]b,oo] )CR*(G).
c) If G is open and G ^ R, then equality holds in a).
d) If G is open and -«> £ G,. then equality holds in b).
Proof.-
Ad a): Suppose f(x)<a. Then, for each yeR(x), vre 
have y^f(x)<a, hence y SG, showing that
R(x)C G.
Ad b): Suppose f(x) >b. Then there exists an element 
y € G  with y<f(x). Eence y€R(x)P\G, showing 
that R(x)H G 0 0.
Ad c): By a), we have f”  ^([-°o »aO C R ^ G ) . On the oth--
er hand, using b) we have f™^ (]a, «»]) CR^(|R\G);
taking complements, we obtain R*(G) C f~1 ([.-^»a}). So it
suffices to show that R*(G) 0 f”*^ (a) = 0. Now suppose 
f(x) = a. Then clearly aeR(x). On the other hand, R \ G  is 
a nonempty closed set, and so it contains its infimum a.
Thus, a£R(x)\G, so that R(x )c£ g , as desired.
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Ad d): By b), we have f~1 (]b,<*»]) CR*(G). On the other
hand, using a) we have f ^(C-c*3»kt)^-R*(P'''G');
taking complements, we obtain R*(G)Cf ([b>°°])* So it
suffices to show that R*(G)nf ^(b).= 0. Now suppose
f(x) = b. Since G is open and - oq£ G ,  we must have b £ G, 
and so y > b  for each y€-G. On the other hand, clearly 
y ^  f (x) = b for each y € R(x), and so R(x)f\ G * 0.
3.26 THEOREM.- let X be a topological space, and let
f: X— >R be a real-valued function defined on 
X. Define a correspondence R between X and R "by setting 
R(x) = t-«*»,f(x)3 for each xGX, and let xQ e X, Then the
following are equivalent:
a) f is numerically use (resp. lsc) at xQ.
b) R is use (resp. lsc) at xQ,-when R is endowed with 
its topology
c) R is use (resp. lsc) at xQ, when R is endowed with 
its topology (resp. I'jg).
« ■Proof.- We first consider upper semi-continuity.
a) = >  b); let G be any open subset of R with x €R*(G);
we have to show that xQ e R * (G ). Now this is 
trivial if G = R. If G 0 R, then we can put a = inf(R\G) 
and use 3.25c to obtain R*(G) = f-1 ( L-°° >a[) • Hence,
o
_^__  —  ■ - o
xQ e f“1([— « s a O  = R*(G).
b) = > c ) :  This is clear, since JR is finer than Jg.
c) =$>a): let a €*R be such that xQ & f~^ ( [ - ,a[) .
Since C-00»a[ ^ R is open, and since 
i n f ( R \ [-&o,aG) = inf [a>&«3 = a, we see by 3»25c that
f ^([-oo,a[) = R!fr([-.<so,a[), hence
o' Q
R*(t-*°>a[) = f"1 (L-^TaD.
We now turn to lower semi-continuity.
a)==>b): let G be any open subset of R with xq €R^(G);
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we have to show that x e R*(G). Now, this is 
trivial if sG. if -co^G, then we can put a = inf G
and use 3.25d to obtain R*(G) = f“1(]a,»0 ). Hence,
o  *
-- ^  o
xQ e f”1 (]a,^] ) = R*(G), as desired.
b) -This is clear, since is finer than^jg»
c) =^a): let a e R  be such that xQ G f“  ^(la,=>¿>3 ) •
Since Ja,o°3 is open, and since -c^'3a >°<5l 
and inf Ja,cx>3 = a, we see by 3.25d that
f~1(]a,oo3) = R*0a,o<>3 ),
Q _ p____
hence xQ G R^O a,-=*>3 ) = f “/ Q a  ,=*<»1).
Continuity of the supremum of a real-valued function
In the following, we denote by (resp. -g” ) the set of
all nonempty subsets of R which are bounded above (resp. be­
low) .
3.27 THEOREM.- Let f :'eJ— ► R be the mapping A*— > sup A, and 
gig“— » R the mapping Av—*inf A.
a) f is quasi-uniformly use (resp. lsc), when -g* is en­
dowed with the upper (resp. lower) quasi-uniformity 
induced by the upper (resp. lower) additive quasi­
uniformity of E.
b) g is quasi-uniformly lsc (resp. use), when is en­
dowed with the upper (resp. lower) quasi-uniformity 
induced by the lower (resp. upper) additive quasi­
uniformity of R.
Proof.- a) We first consider the "upper" case, let £>0;
we shall show that f(B)^f(A) + £ for each
A,Be1>o with Bcy*(A). Indeed, suppose Be Y^(A), Then, for
each ys B there exists an element xe A with y < x  + E_; 
it follows that y < f(A) + e for each y 6 B, hence
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f(B) <f(A) + e.
By considering conjugates, and using the fact that
a n d a r e  conjugate, we obtain the corresponding result for
the "lower" case. '
b) This can be proved like a). Alternatively, 
this can be deduced from a), since
g(A) = inf A = - sup(-A) = -f(-A) for each Ae"B“.
We now consider topologies. Note that Pervin's quasi­
uniformity only yields the first half of the following theo­
rem. But first, we state a simple lemma which will be found 
useful in the sequel.
5.28 LEMMA.- Let X be a topological space and f:X—»¡R a
real-valued function on X. Suppose that f at­
tains its minimum at a point aeX, and let f be the re­
striction of f to X \ {a} .
If a^] is open (resp. closed), then the upper (resp. 
lower) semi-continuity of f implies that of f.
Proof.- Put A = X\(a\.
(a) open: It is clear that f is use at a, since a is
isolated. The upper semi-continuity of f at a 
point x e A  follows from, that of f ■ at x and from the mini­
mality of f at a.
(a) closed: The lower semi-continuity of f at a follows 
from the minimality of f at a. Also, f is 
lsc at every x e A, since f is lsc at x and A is open,
In conjunction with the above lemma, note that, if (X,^)
is a topological space, then 0^} is open in (1?(X), y*), since 
10] = ^(0), while it is closed in (# (X), ?,.), since
[0] = $(X)\J>(X).
3 ♦ 29 THEOREM.- let f: "8(lR)— > 1R be the mapping At— * sup A, 
and g: $([R)— >(R the mapping At— * inf A. 
a) f is use (resp. lsc), when "S(IR) is endowed with the 
usf (resp. lsf) topology induced by the upper (resp.
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lower) topology of [R.
b) g is lsc (resp. use), when $(!) is endowed with the 
usf (resp. lsf) topology induced by the lower (resp. 
upper) topology of B.
Proof.-
a) We first consider the mapping F:$([0,1])— *-[o,l], 
defined by F(0) = 0 and F(A) = sup A for each 
A e $([0,1]), and prove a similar result for F. Denote by FQ
the restriction of P to Po([0,1]). ■
The "upper" case: We endow T?([0,1]) with the topology
(^ ¡r )* and show tlia'ir F is usc (strictly speaking, refers
to the topology induced on [0,1] by the upper topology of 
the real line). By 3.28, it suffices to show that FQ is use.
Now, by 3.27a, FQ is quasi-uniformly usc, when^o([0,1]) is 
endowed with (&^)* , hence- it is usc. Since If( )  is 
coarser than (£(X^))* = (?^)*» the result follows.
The "lower" case: We endow $([0,1]) with the topology 
and show that F is lsc. By 3.28, it suffices to show 
that Fq is lsc. So let AQ€ i*o(t0,1]) , and £ ^  0. Then there 
exists an element xQ e AQ such that x0 ^ Fo^Ao^ “ (£/2). We 
shall show that FQ(A) > Fo (Aq) —  £ for each A€<J^0 ^(G), 
where G = [xe[0,l]: x > xQ —  (€,/2)}. Since t -Q (0) is an 
open neighbourhood of AQ in ^Q(L0,1]), the result will fol­
low. So suppose A£ J ^ ( G ) . Then there exists an element
x 6 A with x > xQ - (d/2); hence, we have
F0(A)> x > x q - (E/2) >(P0(A0 ) - (E/2)) —  (d/2) = Fq (A0 ) - £ ,
as desired.
We now consider the mapping f itself. There exists an 
increasing mapping 5 which is a homeomorphism of JR onto 
tO, 13 with respect to the natural topologies of those sets. 
In particular, we have !?(sup A) = sup f(A) for each 
A^iSilR). Also, y is a homeomorphism with respect to the up­
per (resp. lower) topologies of E and [0,1"]. Thus, in order
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"to show that f is use (resp. lsc), it suffices to show that 
the mapping ?*f is use (resp. lsc). On the other hand, it
also follows that §  is continuous, when ^ ([0,1]) is endowed 
with the usf (resp. lsf) topology induced by the upper (resp. 
lower) topology of [0,1}. Since 3(f(A)) = Fí^fÍA)) for each
Ae'P(R), it follows that <?*f = is use (resp. lsc).
Hence the result.
b) This can be deduced from a), as in the proof of 3»27.
The following theorem constitutes the main result on 
the continuity of the supremum of a real-valued function.
3.30 THEOREM.- Let X be a topological space, and h:X— a 
real-valued function defined on X.
Let F,G:$(X)-»[R be defined by F(A) = sup h(A),
G(A) = inf h(A) for each Ae$(X), and let AQe $(X).
a) If h is use (resp. lsc) at every point of Aq, then F 
is use (resp. lsc) at the point Aq of $(X), when ^ (X)
is endowed with its usf (resp. Isf) topology.
b) If h is Isc (resp. use) at every point of Aq , then G
is Isc (resp. use) at the point AQ of ^(X), when $(X)
is endowed with its usf (resp. lsf) topology.
Proof.- We only prove part a), the proof of part b) 
being very similar.
Let ^(R) be endowed with the usf (resp. lsf) topology
induced by the upper (resp. lower) topology of 1ÍÍ. Then hi is 
continuous at the point AQ. But the mapping f ;•#(]& )-»R, de­
fined by f(B) = sup B for each Be$(iR), is use (resp. lsc) 
by 3.29a. Since F(A) = sup h(A) = f(h(A)) for each •
A € #(x), it follows that F = f»li is use (resp. lsc) at the 
point Aq€ 1?(X).
3»31 COROLLARY 1.- Let R:X|Y be a correspondence between
topological spaces, and h:Y—*[R a real­
valued function defined on Y. Let f,g:X-*R be defined by 
f(x) = sup h(R(x)), g(x) = inf h(R(x)) for each x e X, and 
let xQ e X.
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a)
B)
If R is use (resp. Isc) at xQ, and h is use (resp. 
lsc) at every point of R(xq), then f is use (resp. 
Isc) at xQ.
If R is use (resp. Isc) at xQ, and h is lsc (resp. 
use) at every point of R(xQ), then g is lsc (resp. 
use) at xQ.
Proof.- To prove a), let P:^(Y)-*«1R be defined by 
F(A) = sup h(A) for each Ae#(X).
Then f(x) = sup h(R(x)) = F(R(x)) for each xeX, i.e. 
f = F‘R. The result thus follows from 3.30a.
Similarly for part b).
3.52 COROLLARY 2.- Let R:X|Y be a correspondence between
topological spaces, and h:XxY-*R a 
real-valued' function defined on X * Y . Let f,g:X-*[R be de­
fined by f(x) = sup £h(x,y): y e R(x)] ,
g(x) = inf (h(x,y): y e.R(x)J 
for each x eX, and let xQ e X.
a) If R is use (resp.
(resp. arbitrary), 
point (xQ,y) with
lsc) at xQ, with R(xq) compact
and h is use (resp. lsc) at every 
yeR(xQ), then f is use (resp.
lsc) at xQ.
b) If R is use (resp. lsc) at xQ, with R(xQ) compact
(resp. arbitrary), and h is lsc (resp. use) at every 
point (xQ ,y) with yeR(xQ ), then g is lsc (resp.
use) at xQ.
Proof.- Again, we only prove part a). Let S be the re 
stricted product of Id^ - and R; thus, we have
S(x) = [x}x R(x) = ' ((x,y) e X * Y: y e R(x)| for each x£X. 
By 3.22a (resp. 3.22b), S is use (resp. lsc) at xQ . More­
over, h is use (resp. Isc) at each point of the set S(xQ ). 
By. 3.31a, it follows that the mapping f^:X-»IR, defined by 
f^(x) = sup h(S(x)) for each xeX, is use (resp. lsc) at
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xQ. Now f 1 (x ) = sup [h(x,y): yeE(x)] = f(x) for each 
x e-X, i.e. f = f^  . Hence the result.
Closed graphs
If f, g are two continuous mappings of a topological 
space X into a Hausdorff space Y, then the set
X: f (x ) = g(x)} 
is known to he closed in X.
We now generalize this result to correspondences.
5.55 THEOREM.- let R, S he two correspondences between a 
topological space X and a Hausdorff (resp. 
regular) space Y, and let #(X) he endowed with its finite 
topology. Let $ = (Ae ^ (X): S(A)CS(A)}.
Suppose that R is lsc and S use at a subset Aq of X,
and that S(Aq) is compact (resp. closed).
Then the relation Ao e implies AQe $  .
Proof.- Suppose that A 0f $  * Thus, R(Ao)<£s(AQ) and
hence there exists an element y € R(AQ)\ S(Aq ). 
Then, since y £s(AQ ), there exist open subsets V, W of Y 
with ye V, S(Aq) C W  and Vf\W = 0. Now R is lsc at Aq ; 
since y€R(A0 )r\V, we have AoOR^(V) ^ 0, and hence 
AQf\ R*(Y) 4- 0» Since S is use at AQ and A0dS*(W), we have
o
A c S M w ) .  Hence,
A0e #(s*(w))nJ(R*(v)) = £(s*(w))n J(R*(v)),
so that O' - $(S*(W))f\^ (R*(Y)) is a neighbourhood of the
point Aq in $(X). Moreover, for each Aei?" we have
R(A)OV 4 0 ana S(A)CW, so that, since V A W  = 0, _
R(A)<£s (A), i.e. A£$. Thus, = 0, showing that .
In the above theorem, as well as in what follows, a 
regular space is not assumed to satisfy the T^  separation
axiom. An analogous remark holds for normal spaces.
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A regular (resp. normal) T^-space will also be referred 
to as a T^— (resp. T^-) space.
3.34 COROLLARY.- Let G = [x6X: R(x)cS(z)|.
Suppose that R is lsc and S use at a point 
xQ eX, and that S(x0) is compact (resp. closed).
Then the relation xQ e G implies xQ£ G.
Proof.- Let $(X) he endowed with its finite topology; 
then is continuous.
Let $  = [Aei(X): R(A)cS(A)}; then G =  3x~1t#). -
Now suppose xQ s G. Since - jx (G)c^j, we then have '
[xQ\ = jx (xQ) G iz (G)c^(. By 3.33»-it follows that
0x (xo) = lxo^fe^ ’ hence X0 € ^x"1^ ^  = G’ as desired*
Let R = (G,X,Y) he a correspondence between topologi­
cal spaces. We call closure of R, and we denote by R, the 
correspondence (G,X,Y) between X and Y. " -
If xQe X, we say that the graph of R is closed at xQ
if R(xq) = R(xQ).
Here, G denotes the closure of G in the product space 
XxY. Clearly, G is closed at xQ iff the relation (x0,y)e'G
implies (xQ,y)£G for each yeY. .
As an example of the use of 3.34, we deduce the follow­
ing result.
3.35 THEOREM.- bet R = (G,X,Y) be a correspondence between
a topological space X and a Hausdorff (resp.
»regular) space Y. Suppose that R is use at a point xQ of X 
and that R(x0 ) is compact (resp. closed).
Then G is closed at x .
Proof.- Define a mapping f:X* Y—>Y and a correspond­
ence S between X * y  and Y by setting f(x,y) = y 
and S(x,y) = R(x) for each (x,y)€XxY. Then, for each
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yeY, f is continuous at (xQ,y) and S is use at (xQ,y); in­
deed, if pr1: X x Y —»X and pr2: X x Y-»Y are the projec­
tions, then f = pr2 and S = R«pr^. Moreover,
S(xQ,y) = R(xq ) is compact (resp. closed) for each yeY.
How G = |(x,y) eXxY: y 6 R(x)}
= [(x,y)eXxY: f(x,y) G S(x,y)} .
By 3.34, it follows that the relation (xQ,y) 6G implies
(xQ,y) GG for each yeY. Hence G is closed at xQ.
The following two results on closed graphs will-be used 
later (for proofst cf. [1], theorems 7 and 2' of chapter 6):
3.36 THEOREM.- Let R, S be two correspondences between a
topological space X and a Hausdorff space Y. 
Suppose that the graph of R is closed at a point xQ of X,
that S is use at xQ, and that S(xQ) is compact.
Then T = RP\S is use at xQ and T(x q) jLs compact.
3.37 THEOREM.- Let R be the intersection of a family of cor­
respondences between a topological
space X and a T2- (resp. T^-) space Y. let xQ G X and sup­
pose that, for each it I, Ri is use at xQ, with Rj_(x ) com­
pact (resp. closed, and that at least one set of the family
(Ri(x0 ))i£i is compact).
Then R is use at xQ and, unless 1 = 0 ,  R(x q) is com­
pact.
We conclude with a result on composites:
£.58 THEOREM.- Let R = (G,X,Y) and S = (H,Y,Z) be corre­
spondences between topological spaces. If R 
is use at a point xQ e X and R(xq ) is compact, and if H is
closed at every point of R(x q), then the graph of S»R is
closed at x .o
Proof.- By 1.14 , the graph F of S«R is given by
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F = (RxIdz)^(H).
So suppose (x0,z)eF = (R x Id^)^ (H). Nov R x Id^ is use at 
(xQ,z), hence (xQ,z)e(R *Idz) (H), and so there exists a 
point yeR(xQ) with (y,z)eH; But H is closed at y, and 
so (y,z)£H, showing that (xQ,z) £ (RxIdgJ^iH) = F, as 
desired.
Continuous selections
We? prove two supremum theorems, 3».41 and 3.42. These 
will he derived* from more general results, to which we now 
proceed.
3.39 THEOREM.- let X, Y he topological spaces, Z a Hausdorff 
(resp. regular) space, and let R^, R2 he-two
correspondences between X x Y  and Z.
Let x q 6 X ,  and suppose that R^ is Isc and R2 use at
each point (xQ,y)€ XxY, and that R2(xQ,y) is compact (resp.
closed).
a) We have: the graph of the correspondence Sq :X|Y,
defined by SQ(x) = [y€Y: R1 (x,y) C R 2(x,y)} for
each x £X, is closed at x . '
h) Let further R:X|Y he use at xQ, with R(xQ) compact.
Then, provided Y is Hausdorff, the correspondence 
S:X|Y, defined by S(x) = |y6 R(x): R1(x,y)c R2(x,y)} for
each x s X, is use at xQ , and S(xQ) is compact.
Proof.- To prove a), let 0 be the graph of SQ ; thus,
G = {(x,y)6 X^ Y: R1(x,y)CR2(x,y)} . By 3.34,
the relation (xQ ,y)eG implies (xQ,y) e&, for each yeY. 
Hence G is closed at xQ.
Since S = R O S q, part h) then follows by using 3*36.
2s 40 THEOREM.- Let X, Y, Z be topological spaces, let
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R 1 :X| Z, R2:Y|Z, and let xQ eX.
Suppose that (i) R^  is use at xQ, and R^(xQ ) is compact.
(ii) For each z e R ^ x  ), R'2”1 is use at z and 
R2~^(z ) is compact.
a) We have: the correspondence Sq :X|y , defined by 
SQ(x) = |yeY: R^xJORgiy) 0 0} for each xfX, is
use at xQ, and S0(xQ) is compact.
b) Let further R:X|Y be use at xQ, with R(x0) compact
(resp. closed). Then, provided Y is a Tg- (resp. T^-)
space, the correspondence S:X|Y, defined by
S(x) = [yeR(x): R^  (x)P\R2(y) ^ 0},
for each xGX, is use at xQ, and S(xQ) is compact.
Proof.- We have So(x) = R2~1(R1(x)) for each xeX, so 
that S0 = R2“ »^R,| is use at xQ. Further,
So(xo ) = R2"1(R1(x0)) is compact by 2.9. "
Since S = RP)So, part b) follows by using 3»37.
5.41 THEOREM.- Let X, Y be two topological spaces, with Y 
Hausdorff, and let R:X|Y and h:Y— *R.
Let f:X-*R be defined by f(x) = sup h(R(x)) for 
each xeX, and define S:X|Y by setting
S(x) = (y e R(x): h(y) = f(x)}
for each x e X.
Suppose that R is continuous at a point xQ of X, with ! 
R ( x q ) compact, and that h is continuous. Then f is continu­
ous at xQ, and S is use at xQ , with S(xQ) compact. If fur­
ther R ( x q ) ^ 0, then also S(xQ) ^ 0.
The same result is true if "sup" is replaced by "inf" 
in the definition of f.
Proof.- This follows from 5»31 and 3.39.
42 THEOREM. —  Let X, Y be topological spaces, with Y a T2- 
(resp. T^-) space, let R:X|Y and h:Y-»-R.
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let f:X—*[R be defined by f(x) = sup h(R(x)) for 
each x X, and define S:X|Y by setting
S(x) = [y eR(x): h(y) = f(x)}
for each x e X.
Suppose that R is continuous at a point xQ of X, with 
R(xQ) compact (resp. closed), that h is continuous at every 
point of R(xq), and that h“1. is use at the point f(xQ)of E, 
with h“1(f(xQ)) compact. Then f is continuous at xQ, and S 
is use at xQ, with S(xQ) compact.
The same result is true if "sup" is replaced by "inf” 
in the definition of f.
Proof*- This follows from 3.31 and 3.40.
Rote that 3.41 is a local version of the corresponding 
theorem on p. 116 of [1 3 * 3.42, however, yields a supremum 
theorem concerning closed sets, rather than merely compact 
sets. This will now enable us to give a new proof of lemma 6 
of [3] on continuous selections. Filippov’s'proof depends 
heavily on geometric considerations, whereas ours follows 
from a purely topological result.
Let (X,d) be a metric space, and d a set of subsets of 
X. We say that X has the nearest point property with respect 
to Q if, for each (x,A) ei*f, there exists exactly one 
point a e A  such that d(x,a) = d(x,A). For example, the
Euclidean space Rn .has the nearest point property with res­
pect to the set of all closed, convex, nonempty subsets of IRn .
A finite dimensional normed vector space is called a 
Minkowski space.
3.43 THEOREM.- Let 3 be a set of compact (resp. closed) sub­
sets of a metric (resp. Minkowski) space X, 
endowed with its finite topology. Suppose that X has the 
nearest point property with respect to 3,
Then, for each AQ € <5 and xQ € A o, there exists a con­
tinuous mapping F:d-»X such that F(A ) = x and F(A) 6 Ao o
for each AeQ.
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Proof.- Let "d" denote the metric of X (resp. the met­
ric induced by the norm of X). Then, for each 
A e Q there exists a unique point x 6 A  with
d(xQ,x) = d(xQ,A);
we set F(A) = x. We now show that F is continuous.
Let hQ be the mapping x>-*.d(xo ,x) of X into R.. Define
a correspondence R between 0. and X by setting R(A) = A for
each A^Q, Then R is continuous, since R = *d-g(x)(G» which
is clearly continuous, when $(X) is endowed with its finite 
topology.
Finally, let f:fl-»R be defined by
f(A) = d(xQ,A) = inf (d(xQ,x): xeA¡
for each Ae&, and define a correspondence S between Q and 
X by setting
S(A) = [xeR(A): hQ(x) = f(A)} = |x6A: d(xQ,x) = d(xQ,A)}
for each A6Ü. Sinoe S(A) = {F(A)| for each A^d, the 
result will follow if we can show that S is use. .
Case 1: X metric, <3 a set of compact subsets of X.
Since hQ is continuous, the upper semi-continuity of S fol­
lows from 5*41.
Case 2; X Minkowski, <3 a set of closed subsets of X. 
Here, we claim that hQ is a proper mapping, i.e. that hQ is
a continuous, closed mapping and that hQ“  ^ has compact sec­
tions. Now hQ is continuous and the space R is locally com­
pact, hence it suffices to show that hQ“^(B) is compact for
each compact subset B of R. Now, if B c R  is compact, there 
exists a finite real number M such that lyl ¿ M for each
y 6B. Then, Ux - xQ\\éM for each element x £ h 0‘“^(B), so
that hQ-^(B) is bounded. Moreover, hQ“^(B) is closed, since
B is closed and hQ is continuous. It follows that h0“^ (B) is
compact.
We now show that the requirements set on h in 3»42 are 
satisfied by the mapping h:x>->h0(x) of X into R. Indeed,
since hQ is continuous, so is h. Moreover, h has compact
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sections, in particular h“^(f(AQ )) = hQ“^(f(A0)) is com­
pact. Finally, hQ is a closed mapping and so
(h0-1r 1(A) = h0(A)
is closed for each closed subset A of X, showing that hQ ^
is uscj since R is an open subset of R, it follows that h  ^ .
is use ai f(AQ). Hence we can apply 3.42 and the result fol­
lows . #
5.44 COROLLARY.- Let X be a topological space, Y a metric
(resp. Minkowski) space, and (5. a set of 
compact (resp. closed) subsets of Y. Let R be a correspond­
ence between X and Y with sections in 0.
Suppose thatnR is continuous, and that Y has the near­
est point property with respect to Q. Then, for each xQ e X
and yo eR(xQ ), there exists a continuous selection f of R
with f(xQ ) = yQ.
Proof.- Let Q be endowed with its finite .topology. By
3.43» there exists a continuous mapping F: &-»Y 
such that F ( R ( x q ) )  = yQ and F(A)€A for each A^GL Let
f be the mapping xh-+F(R(x )) of X into Y. Then f- is continu­
ous, f(xQ) = F(R(xQ )) = yQ and f(x) = F(R(x))£ R(x) for
each x e X.
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C h a p t e r 4-
C O V E R I N G  T O P O L O G I E S
§1. DEFINITIONS AND FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES
Defining topologies with carriers
If X is a topological space, then the set of all finite 
intersections of sets of the form i|(G), with G open in X, is 
a base for the Isf topology of ’B(X). It is natural to ask 
what happens if one considers, for instance, locally finite 
families of open subsets of X, rather than merely finite 
ones. In this way, one can define "covering topologies " on
More precisely, we shall consider carriers e* (in the 
sense of chapter 2, §1) which satisfy the following axioms, 
for each topological space X:
(C1 ) The union of a finite family of elements of o<(X) 
belongs to ¿<(X).
(C2) If G c X  is open, then {G\€c*(X).
(C3) If $ e «<(X) and H& is an open subset of G for
each G6 JU , then Gej] e ei(X).
(C4) If M e  *(X) and' then # e  *(x).
A carrier satisfying those four axioms for each topo­
logical space X will be called a covering carrier. The 
choice of these axioms will be made clear in the sequel, as 
we develop the properties of topologies defined by carriers. 
We first give some immediate consequences of these axioms:
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4.1 THEOREM.- For each topological space X, we have:
a) If $ £ ° < ( X )  and S q c I  is open, then
« U  iG0W ( X > .
b) If JJ Is a finite set of open subsets of X, then
M e c((x).
c) If z & S o U X )  and G q c x  is open, then
{G A  GQ: G£^ll e *<(X).
d) If M  6 o<(X), then )i \  [0] € *<(X).
Proof.- Parts a) and b) follow from (C2) and (C1), part 
c) follows from (C3) and part d) from (C4)..
Note that the statement of 4.1d implies (C4), if (C2) 
is assumed. Indeed, let -&S <<(X) and %£■)& , and define Hq
f G, if Ge^f
for each G6^ by Hr =  ^ . Then ¡Hp: G€^\€ <^(X)G (0, if GO f i G
jHG: G€^], if or
\HG: G g£ } \ {0}, if 0 * # V > &
The two most important examples of covering carriers 
which we shall consider are the finite carrier ^  and the
locally finite carrier . In order to simplify the nota­
tion of this chapter, we shall use the symbol V in place of 
^  and 'A. in place of Thus> for each topological space X,
?(X) is the set of all finite sets of open subsets of X, and 
/V(X) is the set of all locally finite subsets of open subsets 
of X.
We define an order relation between carriers by set­
ting iff o((X)c/(X) for each topological space X.
It is clear from 4.1b that Y j£ for each covering carrier 
*, i.e. y is the smallest covering carrier.
In the following, we denote by the set
<ii> = O i ( G )  = [AG #(X): A O G  ^ 0 for each GeJU\GeJj c
for each >&C-#(x).
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Let (X,^) be a topological space. The topology of
1?(X? is defined to be that which is generated by the set of 
all sets of the form , where _$eo<(X).'
If OLC'S>(X), the t9pology 3*(®0 of d  is defined to be
that which is induced on d by the topology 3*(*0 of "^ (X).
The topology y(<K) of Q is defined to be the join of the
topologies and 0  of d.
Generally speaking, we shall refer to the topologies
5#(°0 and 'ji'O as covering topologies.
The topology (resp. is nothing but the
Ay Aylower semi-finite (resp.'finite) topology ^  (resp. 3*)• We
A - »
shall refer to the topology (resp. as the lower
semi-locally finite (resp. locally finite) topology.
It is clear that the topology $ (resp. 3") is coarser 
than 's M  (resp. '?('<)) for each covering carrier »<•
In the rest of this section, we study some of the basic 
properties of covering topologies. In §2, we study covering 
topologies with respect to separation, and in §3 we compare 
them with other topologies considered in chapter 2.
If GQCX and ^^^(X), we denote by <(GQ,^i^the set 
#(G0 )H<$> = {a g ^(X): A C G q and A D G  0 for each G 
V/e also set =<$>n(i and <(G0, ^  = <G0,^ l)nGl for
each Q c 7?(x).
4.2 THEOREM.- Let (X,^) be a topological space.
a) The sets (Jj) , with ft running through o<(X), form a 
base for the topology fc(<><) of i(X).7
b) The sets <GQ ,^ J), where GQC X is open, K(X) and 
Uy!l.cG0, form a base for the topology ^(K) of $(X),
Proof.-
a) Let (<$^ )^ ej be a finite family of elements of <^(X).
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Then mi)-') = / U A \ .  Since U A u ( X )  by (C1), 161 1 'i€l xl iel x
the result follows.
b) A base for the topology of £(X) is formed by
the sets tf(GQ) « <GQ,i}>, where GQ is open and
^e<K(X). Putting = {Gr»Go: G ^ } ,  we have /’¿ ,€*<(X) by
4.1c and UjyL’C G q. Moreover, <GQ,^>= <^ GQ ; for if A is
any member of (GQ ,i£>, then An(GP\G0) = A O G  ^ 0 for each
From now on, when we refer to a basic onen set <G0,i)), 
we shall always assume that U i 2 c G Q.
ill THEOREM.- For each basic open set <GQ,i)^  for the topo-
logy of f(X), there exists an element
#€«^(X) such that <GQ (X) = ^ U?/, #).
Proof.- Put #  = U I q^I • Then #£<K(X). by 4.1a, and
<G0,^)>n?0(X) = (014,71)', for if A is any member 
of <G0 ,i)>ft?0(X), then A n G Q = A 4 0.
Thus, if 0 0 AQCX, then for each basic open set 
<GQ,il) with AQe (’GQ,i)), there exists an element #e*<(X) 
with A0G<U^,^>C<G0,i>>. We also have:
izi COROLLARY.- The sets where runs through
o<(X), form a base for the topology ^(pO of 
?o(X>*
We now try to determine under what conditions covering 
topologies are admissible.
4»9 THEOREM.- Let X be a topological space and let h be the 
bisection xr— of X onto Gl = ^[x}: xeX}. 
If- (31 is endowed with its topology ^(*0 (resp. 'fi*<)), then 
we have:
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a) h is open.
b) A necessary and sufficient condition for h to be 
continuous is that i) U  be open for each ,&€<*(X).
Proof.- Since the topology <£* of f(X) is admissible, it 
is sufficient to consider only the topology
% U ) .
a) Por each open subset G of X, vre have
h(G) = ( W :
which is an open subset of d, since 1g\ £«((X) by (C2).
b) h is continuous iff h”1 is an open subset of
X for each Since
h"1 = {x €X: = (\H,
the result follows.
4.6 C0R0LLAHT.- The following statements are equivalent:
a) The topology *$ (*<) of $(X) is admissible.
b) The topology (^«K) of "#(X) is admissible.
c) OJd is an open subset of X for each
We shall say that a covering carrier c< is admissible if,
for each topological space X, the topology of TVCX) is
admissible. Thus, the finite carrier Y and the locally fi­
nite carrier % are both admissible (if ¡^.£ ^ (X), then 
= 0 if is infinite).
Interiors and closures
4.7 THEOREM.- let X be a set, let and A ",BQ CX.
Then we have:
a) A sufficient condition for ^A0,Q^C<BQ,'g^  is that 
Aq C B 0 and that every set of ^  contains a set of Q.
If U(ic:Ao and 0 id, then this condition is also ne­
cessary.
b) A necessary condition for <AQ, 4 0 is
that AoH B V  0 VB6*g and A D B  4 0 ^AeCfc.
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If ( J Q C A 0 and 0-&c:Bo, then this condition is also 
sufficient.
Proof.-
a) The condition is obviously sufficient. We now show, 
necessity. Suppose first that Ao 9£Bq, and choose a
point x e A  \B„. Since 0 £ &, we can also choose a point . o o  o
xA e A for each A€$. Let C = {x^ <j AeG0* Since
xo £ B o , we have C € <AQ, 0f>\ (Bq contrary to the hypo­
thesis .
Suppose next that there exists a set Bei£ which does 
not contain any set of Q. Thus, we can choose a point 
xA e A \ B  for each A€(J. Again, let C = |xA : A€.Q^. Since
CP\B = 0, we have C € <AQ, d^\^B0,'g^>, contrary to the hypo­
thesis.
b) The condition is obviously necessary. We now show 
sufficiency. By hypothesis, we can choose a point
xa € AP\B0 for each A€ 02. and a point yB B for each
B Putting G = [xA: A 6 y  ^ y^: Be^}, we see that
c e ( A 0 ,a>r»<B0,t>.
4.8 C0R01LAEY.- Let X be a T^space, let Cl^C^X) and
A .B^CX. Then we have: o o
a) If U(&c.AQ, 0 $ Gt and Q is locally finite, then
(Ao ,^V(X)C ^Bo ’^ |'(X) iff AoCZ'Bo and everW set 
of contains a set of H.
b) If Ud C  Aq, U"&CB0, and Q,f> are locally finite,
then <A0»<?>£(X )n < V ^ ( x )  ^ ^ iff "A0 n B  ± $ 
VBe-'g and A H B 0 y  0 )jkeQ.
Proof.- Indeed, the two sets G constructed in the proof 
of 4.7 are then closed.
Let X be a topological space. It follows immediately 
from the definitions that ^ (A) <=$ (A) for each subset A of 
X, where the closure of &?(A) is taken with respect to the
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topology of $(X). Passing over to complements, we obtain
_^_e ^
the relation ^ ( 1 ) 0 ^ (A). Similarly, we have the relations0
?(k)<zr9(k) and ^(A)^J(A) in the space (7?(X) .
4.9 THEOREM.- For each 0«= ^ (X) and each subset kQ of X, we
have:
a) <$>C<Q'> in (#(X),^*).
b) <Q>C^a> in (£(X),^*-), provided Q. is finite.
c) < I ^ Q > C < A 0 ,I> in (f(X),?).
d) <i0, a > C ? V ^  in df,(X),~), provided Q. is finite.
Here d  = ¡A: A €&} and Q =  ^A: AsQ^ .
Proof.- We only consider closures; the results concern­
ing interiors can be proved in the same way.
a) <«> = n ^ ( A ) c n  J u j c n j d )  = <j>._____kso. keg ___ A € Q ___
c ) <a o ,q > = ^(Ao )n<a>c7?(A0)n<Q>ci^(ro )n<3> = <lo/q)
4.10 THEOREM.- let (X,^) be a topological space, Q.c#(x)
and Aq a subset of X with U Q ^ k Q.
Then we have:
a) <A0,Q>C<A0,Q> with respect to the topology jX^).
«
b) <(Aq, C<Aq, with respect to the topology '$('>{). 
Proof.-
a) Let B0 6^A0,d). To show that BQe <A0,Q), we have 
to show that <GQ, 0 (Aq, Q) 0 0 for each basic 
open set <GQ ,i/) with BQ f <C^ 0,^)* -But for this, it is suffi­
cient, by 4.7b, to show that GQ/A A 0 0 for each Ae4L and 
G<^ Ao ^ ^ :for eacJa G€$. How Bo0 A 0 0 for each Ae&; 
since BQC G o, we also have GQr\A 0 0, hence GQn A 0 0. On 
the other hand, BqC T0; since BoH G 0  0 for each Gejj, we 
also have G f U o 0 0, hence G A A q 0 0, as desired.
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b) let Bq 6 (Aq, Q.). Then there exists a basic open set
<Go,^> with BQ € <G0,i}>C<A0,Q.). Clearly 0$)3f and
so, by 4.7a, &QC A 0 and every set of Q contains a set of Jl.
But then B C G  C A  . i.e. B C A  . On the other hand, if o o o  o o eA eGlf there exists a set G € JU with GCA, so that GCA;
since B fl G / 0, it follows that B n  A 4 0* Thus, we have o u
shown that BQ € <(Aq , (¡¡^.
In the same way, we obtain, using 4.8:
4.11 THEOREM.- let (X,?) be a T.,-space, Qc#(x) and AQ a 
subset of X with U  Q c A . Then we have:
a) (A^,"Q)~(X ) C <Ao ,(5)|j'(X ) with respect to the topology
J’(^) of £(X), provided <3 is locally finite.
o
b) <a 0*®)£(x ) C ^ o ’ ^ f(X) with resPect "to the topology
s W  of 3tx).
§2. SEPARATION .
In this section, we study separation properties of cov­
ering topologies. Besides being generalizations of the re­
sults in ijB] , some of our results will be new even for the 
case of the finite topology, for we shall consider hyper­
spaces as bitopological spaces as well as topological spaces.
A bitopological space (X,f,Q) is a set X together with 
two topologies 'T and Q on X. Thus, for example, if (X,?) is
a topological space, then ('S’(X) ,%*,7*) is a bitopological 
space.
Bitopological spaces were introduced by J.C. Kelly in 
[5]. We refer to that paper for definitions concerning sepa­
ration properties of bitopological spaces. Nevertheless, we 
shall repeat here, for convenience, definitions of terms we 
need.
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Separation by open sets
A bitopological space (Xj'P,^ ) is called semi-pairwise 
Hausdorff if. given any two distinct elements of X, there 
exist a iP-open set U and a i^-open set V such that U contains 
one of the two points, V contains the other and U A V  = 0.
4.12 THEOREM.- If (X,i) is regular, then (^(X),?*,?*) is
semi-pairwise Hausdorff.
Proof.- let A, B he two distinct elements of j(X). We 
may assume that' A \ B  ^ 0 say. Choose a point 
xQe A\B. Since X is regular, there exist open sets G and H
with xQ€ G, B C H  and GO H  = 0.
Then, A€^(G), Be i?(H) and «$(G)ni\H) = 0, hence the 
result.
4.13 THEOREM.- Let (X,?) he a T^space. If (§"(X),?(%)) is
Hausdorff, then (X,^) is regular.
Proof.- let Aq6 ^(X) and xQ e X \ A Q."Then AQ and
AqU are two distinct elements of i(X).
Since |(X) is Hausdorff, there exist two basic open sets 
<Gq ,^> and <Hq,yy such that AQ G <GQ,^), Aq u  [x^ G <Ho,#>
and . 0. Since AQU {x^ 00, we may
assume that HQ ~U]i>
How xQ e HQ and so the set = {He#: x q€ H| is
nonempty. We now claim that there exists a member H of 
with GqA H = 0. Indeed, suppose, to get a contradiction,
that there exists a point xH € GQn H  for each HEJ/1, and
let C = {x-g: He#'}. Since is locally finite, the set C
is closed, hence. A = AQU C eJtX). Moreover, one easily sees
that A £ <Go,^)>0,sHo ,?9f), a contradiction. Thus, there exists
a member H of ft' with GqA H = 0. But then, xQ £ H and
Aq c . Gq, hence the result.
If a bitopological space (X,Tp,9) is semi-pairwise
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Hausdorff, then it remains so if i* and/or Q are replaced by 
finer topologies; also, clearly (X,'/V£) is Hausdorff. Using 
this, together with 4.12 and 4.13, we obtain:
4.14 COROLLARY.- If (X,t) is a T1-space and c{£%, then the
following statements are equivalent:
a) (X,i) is regular.
b) (^(X), ) is semi-pairwise Hausdorff.
c) (TiX),^^)) is Eausdorff.
If "P and $ are two topologies on a set X, then 1P is said 
to be regular with respect to if, for each x e X and each 
P-closed set P C X  with x f^ P, there exist a IP-open set U 
and a ^ )-open set V such that xeU, P c v  and UfiV = 0.
A bitopological space (X,- ,^^ ) is pairwise regular if "P 
is regular with respect to Q, and Q is regular with respect 
to f>.
4.15 THEOREM.- If (X,y) is regular, then the topology
of $(X) is regular with respect to its topo­
logy £*. .
Proof.- Let AQ 6 $(X). ¥e show that, for each J}e?((X)
with Aq€ there exists a member 7/e*<(X)
such that AQ€ and where the closure of the
set (Tjy is taken with respect to the topology
So let AQeC$), ahd choose a point xG e A QO G  for
each G^yW. Since (X,^) is regular, for each G€j& there 
exists an open set H& with xff e H^ and H^c g . Putting .
# = {HS: G ‘¿0 , so that # €  K(X), we have AQ e and
4.16 THEOREM.- If (X,^) is normal, then the topology £* of
^(X) is regular with respect to its topology Hr
Proof.- Let AQ€ /f(x). ¥e show that, for each open sub­
set G of X with A0 €.$(g ), there exists an open
subset E of X such that A0^"S(H) and ^(H) C 1?(G), where
the closure of the set $(H) is taken with respect to the to­
pology s'*.
So let A e#(G), i.e. AQ c G. Since X is normal, there 
exists an open set H such that AQC. H and H«=-G. But then, 
Ao eff(H) and f  (H)c #(h )o  #(&).
If ~P, $ are two topologies on a set X, and “P is regular 
with respect to £>, then it is clear from the definition that 
f is regular with respect to every topology on X which is 
finer than 9. Thus, the following result is a consequence of 
4.15 and 4.16:
4.17 COROLLARY.- If (X,^) is a T^space, then (^(X), 3*, )
is pairwise regular.
4.18 THEOREM.- Let (X,7) "be a T1-space, and suppose that
If (¿<)) is regular, then (X,^)
Is normal.
Proof.- let ’Aq€ *f(X) and G any open subset of X with
Aq c G. Thus, AQe -i(G)n^(X) =  <G,0>^(xj, an o-
pen subset of 3XX). Since 'i'(X) is regular, there exists a 
basic open set such that
Ao€ <Ro’^  and ^Ho ,^ §'(X)C ^G,!^ §'(X)*
Then, AQC H o . Also, =
that H c g . o
If a bitopological space (X,?3^ )  is pairwise regular, 
then it is clear that the topological space (X,fv(£>) is regu­
lar. Using this, together with 4.17 and 4.18, we obtain:
4.19 COROLLARY.- If (X,7') is a T^-space, and *(£% , then the
following statements are equivalent:
a) (X,jQ is normal. '
b) (f'(X) ,T*, ) is pairwise regular.
°) is regular.
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Separation by continuous functions
A topological space X is said to be a Stone space if,, 
given any two distinct points Xq , x  ^ of X, there exists a
continuous function f: X— such that f(xQ) = 0 and
f(x^) = 1. It is said to he completely regular if, for each
x e X  and each closed set A c  X with A . there existso o o r o
a continuous function f: X— >[0,i^ such that f(xQ) = 0 and
f(x) = 1 for each x e A Q .
A bitopological space (X,1P,Q) is said to he semi-pair­
wise Stone if, given any two distinct points of X, there ex­
ists a *P-usc and 9 _lsc function f: X— *[0,1] which takes 
the value 0 at one of the two points and the value 1 at the 
other. We put = ^(X)\^.0} for each topological space X.
4.20 THEOREM.- If (X,^) is completely regular, then
is semi-pairwise Stone.
Proof.- Let A, B he two distinct elements of £(X). Then 
A \ B  4- 0» say. Choose a point xQ€ A\B. Since
(X,^0 is completely regular, there exists a continuous real­
valued function f: X— L°»13 such that f(xQ ) = 1 and
f(x) = 0 for each xeB. Define F: ^(X)— >[0,1^ hy setting 
F(E) = sup (f (x): x e E} for each E S ^ 0(X) and F(0) = 0. .
Fy 3.30a and 3.28, F is 'J'-usc and 7*-lsc* Also, F(A) = 1 
and F(B) = 0.
4.21 THEOREM.- Let (X,^) he a T^-space and suppose that o( is
admissible. If (?(X) ) is a Stone space, '
then (X,7) is completely regular.
Proof.- Let Aq G^ÍX) and xo e X \ A Q. Then AQ and
A0W[XoVare distinct elements of.^CX). Since
Í*(X) is a Stone space, there exists a continuous function 
F:, 'f(X)—*[0,13 such that F(Aq) = 1  and F(AQ(j j[xQ] ) = 0.
Now define a function f: X— ■►(0,1'} hy setting
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f(x) = F(AoU W )  for each x eX.
Then, f(xQ ) = F(Aq U{*0\) = 0 and f(x) = F(Aq) = 1 for 
each x € Aq.
We now claim that f is continuous. Since F is continu­
ous, it suffices to show that the mapping h: xv-vAQU {x} of
(X,T) into (tf(X),?(«0) is continuous. So let x e.X, and sup­
pose (Gq,}$) is a basic open set with h(x) 6 /GQ »A))> thus,
A-q\J {x} C.Gq and (AQ(j{xl)nG / 0 for each 6 €/iJ, Now let 
y  = {q eil: AqO  G = 0], Then #€«><(X), and so, since ^ is ad­
missible, (A# is an open subset of X. Also, x £ GQ(\ (C])!) f so 
that H = GqO (A#) is an open neighbourhood of x in X. Fi­
nally, h(H)C<Go„^, which completes the proof that h is 
continuous.
If a bitopological space (X,"p,Q) is semi-pairwise Stone 
then it remains so if V  and/or Q are replaced by finer topo­
logies; also, clearly (X,"Pv(?) is a Stone space. Using this, 
together with 4.20 and 4.21, we obtain:
4.22 COROLLARY.- If (X,^) is a T^-space and is admissible,
then the following are equivalent;
a) (X,^) is completely regular.
b) (f’(X), '3'*, ) is semi-pairwise Stone.
c) (3"(X) ,$((*.)) is Stone.
If i*, Q are two topologies on a set X, "P is said to be 
completely regular with respect to Cj if, for each x € X  and 
each ^ -closed set P e X  with x^P, there exists a "P-usc 
and <7-lsc function f: X— »[0,1} such that f(x) = 0 and 
f(y) = 1 for each y c P.
A bitopological space (X,"P,0 ) is pairwise completely 
regular if is completely regular with respect to 9 and Q 
is completely regular with respect to f. (Cf. [6], defini­
tion 2.3)
¿L*23 THEOREM.- If {X,(s) is completely regular, then the to-
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‘pology ^  of 1?(X) is completely regular with 
respect to its topology If*.
' Proof.- Suppose Ao eJ(G), where G is an open subset of
X, and choose a point A0f|G. Then there
exists a continuous function f: X— *-{0,0 such that 
f(xQ) = 1 and f(x) = 0 for each x eX\G.
Define F: f(X) — »-[0>13 hy setting
F(E) = sup [f(x): x e E )  for each, E e $ 0(X),
and F(0) = 0. Then F is ^*-usc and S^-lsc, with F(Aq ) = 1.
Also, if Eei(X)\sf(&) =^(X\G), then f(x) = 0 for each 
x € E  and so F(E) = 0.
Since the sets j$(G), with G open in X, generate 0^, the 
result follows.
4.24 THEOREM.- If (X,7) is normal, then the topology of 
^(X) is completely regular with respect to 
its topology T*.
Proof.- Suppose AQ€ $(G) n  ^ "(X), where G is an open
subset of X. Then there exists a continuous 
real-valued function f: X— >[0,13 such that f(x) =■ 0 for 
each 3c €A q and f(x) = 1 for each x € X \ G .  Define
F: £(X)—*[0>n Toy setting F(E) = sup (f(x): x6E] for 
each E € ^ q (X), and F(0) = 0.
Then F is 'j'^ -usc and T*-lsc, with F(AQ) = 0. Also, if
Ee£(X)\£(G) = J(x\G)n$(x), then there exists a point 
x € E with f(x) = 1, and so F(E) = 1.
As a consequence of the last two theorems, we have:
J 4.25 C0R0LLARX.- If (X,^) is a T^-space, then (£(X)»T*,?*)
is pairwise completely regular.
Separation in?((X)
If (X,j) is a Hausdorff space, then points and compact
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sets in X can be separated by open sets, and so the proof of
4.12 shows that (X(X) is semi-pairwise Hausdorff. In
the same way, if (X,1?) is regular, then closed sets and com­
pact sets in X can be separated by open sets, and so the
proof of 4 . 1 6  shows that the topology 2** of X(X) is regular 
with respect to its topology 2** Similar considerations ap­
ply to 4.20 and 4.24. We thus obtain the following result:
4.26 THEOREM.- Let (X.J') be a topological space. If o{ is ad­
missible, we have:
a) (X,^ is Hausdorff
iff (X(X),‘TV,2*(«>0 ) is semi-pairwise Hausdorff
iff ( K ( X ) ) is Hausdorff.
b) (X,?') is regular
iff (X(X) ,7*, T v(K) ) is pairwise regular
iff (X(^)>7(eO) is regular.
c) (X,?) is Stone
iff (X(X),T V3^.(X) ) is semi-pairwise Stone
iff (K(X),2(X)) is Stone.
d) (X,2) is completely regular
iff (X(X), 2 v) is pairwise completely regular 
iff (X(X),^) is completely regular.
§5. COMPARISON WITH OTHER TOPOLOGIES
Comparison with the uniform topology
It was shown in 2.23a that, if (X,?0 is a quasi-uniform 
space, then the topology fitj is finer than We now
show:
.4.»27 THEOREM.- let (X,X) be a uniform space. If (Xj'siX)) is
paracompact, then the topology (resp. ?(%,))
of f(X) is coarser than its topology (? (X) ^  (X) (resp.
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Proof.- To show that T(?(*) is coarser than (T 00 )*( %)» 
let A e^X), and let U he any entourage of X. 
We show that the set U:<r(A0) contains a neighbourhood of AQ 
in the topology (sti0)+(^)*
Now there exists an open symmetric entourage V of X
with u. Since X is paracompact, the open covering
(V(x)) j of X has a locally finite open refinement^. Since
each set V(x) is V^-, and hence U-small, each set of M  is 
also U-small. Let now U be the set of those members of $  
which meet A , so that A € <7A. The result will follow if
we can show that <7/) c U j A 0).
So suppose AG<7/). To show that Aq c U-1(A), let 
xQ e Aq . Since ?/ is a covering of AQ, there exists a set 
H e -# such that xQ € H. But A O H  4 0, so we can choose a 
point x e A H H .  Thus, (xQ,x) e H x HcU, so that 
Xq6 lT1(x)ClT1(A), as required.
Finally, since 7(Ti*) is coarser than (TOO)*, it fol­
lows that T(il) is coarser than T(lt)(7-).
In what follows, we describe a case in which the topo­
logies T(7(*) and (T(K.))*(1) actually coincide. But first, we 
need some preliminaries.
A topological space X will be called even if every open 
covering | of X is even, i.e. there exists a neighbourhood U 
of the diagonal in X * X such that (U(x))xeX refines^.
A regular space is paracompact iff it is even (cf. [4]» 
p. 156, theorem 28). Closely related to this result is the 
following lemma.
4.28 LEEMA 1.- Let X be a topological space, (Gj_)j_€j a local
ly finite family of open subsets of X and 
(■^i)i€l a fam3-ly of closed sets such that A^cG^ for each
i el. Then there exists a neighbourhood U of the diagonal in 
X * X  such that U(Ai) c G i for each iel.
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Proof.- Por each i el, the set
U . =  (G1 x G i) u ( (Z\A1 ) x ( X \ A i ))
is an open neighbourhood of the diagonal in X * X. Since 
U.(x) = G. for each x e A . , we have U.(A.)CG., PuttingX X X X 1 i
U = fit!., the result will follow if we can show that U is a 
iel 1
neighbourhood of the diagonal.
For this, let x eX. There exists a neighbourhood G of 
x in X such that GDA^ = 0 for all but finitely many indi­
ces i £ I. Now, if G O A i = 0, then G c X \ A ^  and so 
G*GCU^, It follows that U contains the set
(GxGjniOlV i£l and GHAi i 0}),
which is itself a neighbourhood of the point (x,x).
If X is even, then, by £4-1, p. 157, lemma 30, for every 
neighbourhood U of the diagonal in X x X  there exists a sym­
metric neighbourhood V of the diagonal such that V*?cU. 
This proves part a) of the following lemma:-
4.29 LEMMA 2.- Let (TtZ) be a paracompact regular space.
a) The set*of all neighbourhoods of the diagonal in 
X x X  is a uniformity X on X.
b) The topology induced by X is equal to 7 itself.
Proof.- To prove part b), let xfleX. If U is a neigh­
bourhood of the diagonal (with respect to 7), 
then U(xQ ) is a J'-neighbourhood of xQ in X. This shows that
(p is coarser than To show that 7 is coarser than , let 
G be any S'-open neighbourhood of a point xQ in X. Since X is
regular, there exists a (T-open set H with xQ€ H and H CG.
Since X is even, there exists a neighbourhood U of the diag­
onal such that (u (x ))xex refines the open covering {G,X\H}.
But then, we must have U(xQ)c&, and the result follows.
If i-3 a locally finite family of subsets of X,
we write = (A£ ?(X): A r\G± ^ 0 for each iei].
Thus, putting ft = {G±: i€l\, we have < 6 ^ ^  =<^).
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4.30 THEOREM.- Let X He a paracompact regular space, and let 
% be the uniformity on X for which the entou­
rages are all the neighbourhoods of the diagonal in X*X.
Then the topology (TtZO)^!) of $(X) coincides with its 
topology 'HX#-)*
Proof.- Pirst note that ^(70 is equal to the original 
topology of X, by 4.29» Also, by 4.27 it suf­
fices to show that (T(7{))*(^ ) is coarser than'TCil^). So let
(&i)i6l 1:36 a locally finite family of open sets in (X,/s(7l))t
and suppose that AQ € (G-.^  j .  Choose a point 3C^€Aor\Gj,
for each i € I. Since (X. T(7C)) is regular, there is an open 
set with ■ x± 6 H± and H^ciG^, for each i £ I. By 4.28,
there exists a symmetric entourage U of (X,A) such that 
U(H^)cGi for each i € I. We claim that U^.(A0) C <Gi'>
Indeed, if A £ U v(Ao ), then Aq c U(A) and so, in particu­
lar, for each i £ I there exists a point e A such that
x, eU(y^). Because of the symmetry of U, we thus have
y. ^eUCx^CG.^ for each iei, hence
Note, that 4.29 and 4.30 still hold if X is assumed to 
be an even T^-space, using the fact that singletons are then
closed. Also, 4.30 should be put in connection with Cs3, 
theorem 3*4» which states that if X is normal, and if U is 
the uniformity induced on X by the Stone-Cech compactifica-
tion, then TOO and 'HtO agree on ^ (X).
Comparison with the finite topology
In the following, the concept of pseudocompactness will 
play an important role. We therefore review some of the rele 
vant facts.
A topological space X is said to be pseudocompact if 
every continuous (finite) real-valued function defined on X 
is bounded. We note:
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4.31 THEOREM.- A sufficient condition for X to be pseudocom- 
pact is that every locally finite family of 
nonempty open subsets of X is finite.
If X is completely regular, then this condition is also 
necessary.
Proof.- Suppose X is not pseudocompact. Then there ex­
ists an unbounded continuous real-valued func­
tion f defined on X. Let Gn = £x €X: |f(x)\ > n] for each
natural number n. Then each Gn is nonempty and open. More­
over, (G ) is locally finite. Indeed, if xQ eX, we can 
choose a natural number nQ with \f(xQ )\ < n Q. Since f is 
continuous at xQ, there exists a neighbourhood U of xQ such 
that \f(x)\ <• n0 for each x eU. It follows that U does not 
meet any of the sets Gn with n^.nQ.
Suppose X is completely regular, and that there exists 
a locally finite family of nonempty open subsets of
a -
X which is infinite. We show that X is not pseudocompact. 
Now, since I is infinite, there exists an injective mapping 
k of the set of natural numbers into I. Choose a point xQ in
7k(n) for each n. Since X is completely regular, there exist
continuous real-valued functions fn ^-0 on X such that 
f^isO = n and fn(x) = 0 for each x € X \ G viri .^ Since then' n k(n)'
sequence (G]£(n ))n is locally finite, the sum f = fn is
a well-defined continuous function. But f(xn )^ fn(*n> = n >
so that: f is not bounded.
We can now prove:
4.52 THEOREM.- Let (X,J") be a topological space, and AQ a
completely regular pseudocompact subset of X. 
Then the systems of neighbourhoods of AQ in the topologies
(resp. T) and (resp. J(%)) coincide. .
Proof.- Let "be a locally finite family of open
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subsets of X with AQ £ ^ G ^ > j . We shall show 
that (&± )i£l is finite, so, that the result will trivially 
follow. Indeed, (A0 ^  Gj_) j_<= j is a locally finite family of 
nonempty open subsets of AQ, hence it must be finite, i.e. I 
is finite, as required.
It is clear from the proof that the same result holds, 
for each compact subset Aq of X.
We now wish to prove a converse of 4-52. But first, we 
need a lemma:
4 . 3 5  LEMMA.- Let X be an even space, A a closed subset of X
and a locally finite family of open sub­
sets of A. Then there exists a locally finite family of open 
subsets of X such that Gi = A O ^  for each i 61.
Proof.- By [43, p. 158, lemma 31, there exists an open 
neighbourhood U of the diagonal in X x X such 
that (U(G^) )x£i is locally finite. Put H± = G_L U A)
for each i 61; clearly ADH^ = G^ for each iel, and the 
family is loca-L1y finite, since H.^CUCGj.) for each
i € I. It only remains to show that each set is open in X. 
So let i € I. Since G^ is open in A, there exists an open 
set L in X with G^ = AHL. Hence
H± = (AnL)u(U(Gi)\A) = (U(Gi )OL)u (U(Gi)\ A) 
is open in X, as required.
4.54 THEOREM.- Let (X,£) be even, and let Aq be a closed
subset of X. In order that every neighbour­
hood of Aq in the topology of #(X) contains a neigh-
bourhood of AQ in the topology J, it is necessary that AQ be
pseudocompact.
Proof.- Let (G^)^ej Be a locally finite family of non­
empty open subsets of AQ; we have to show that
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it is finite. By 4-33» there exists a locally finite family 
H^i^iel °Pen subsets of X such that = H ^ O A Q for 
each iel. Then, AQ e hypothesis, there exists a
basic open set <W, W) in (P(X),j) -with AQ£ (. VI ie j.
It follows that every set contains a set of 'Hfl Since W i s  
finite, the family must also be finite; for other­
wise there would be a set of If, and hence a point of X, 
which would be contained, in the set for infinitely many
indices i £1, contradicting the local finiteness of the 
family Thus I is finite, i.e. the family *s
finite.
This result could also have been formulated and proved 
for the space £(X) instead of S*(X), provided it is further 
assumed that X is a T^-space.
4.35 COROLLARY.- Let (X,iO be a paracompact Hausdorff space
and'A a closed subset of X.
A necessary and sufficient condition for the systems of
/ \ j  A /neighbourhoods of AQ in the topologies I, (resp. 'i') and
/N - .(resp. 'j(A)) to coincide is that AQ be compact. 
Similarly for the space ^(X).
Proof.- In order that the condition stated holds, it is 
necessary that AQ be pseudocompact. Since AQ,
being closed in X, is normal, it is also countably compact, 
and hence compact.
We conclude with a result which stresses the differ­
ences between the finite and the locally finite topologies.
If (X,30 is separable, then (?(X),j) is also separable. We
now show that this is not the case for
4.36 LEMMA.- Let (X.^) be a topological space, and suppose
JeK(X) is such that the sets of ^  are nonemp­
ty and disjoint.
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Then every dense subset of . (#(X) .^GK) ) has cardinality
at least 2card^  (here, card() j ) denotes the cardinality of 
the set i)).
Proof.- We show that the sets H ,#), where ft runs
through the set of all subsets of M , are non­
empty and pairwise disjoint. The result will then follow.
To show that <(U 7^,700 0, it suffices to choose a 
point xH €H for each He f t  and to let A = [x^iHe#};
for then, A€ ( U # , /ty).
Next, suppose f t ,  f t ' are two distinct subsets of 
Then there exists a set say. Thus, HnUT/' = 0,
whence it follows that <(U W , f t } C \^ V ft ' »??')> = 0.
4.37 THEOREM.- If (X,^) is an infinite discrete space, then
(#(X),?(%)) is not separable.
Proof.- let J i = [{x}: xex}. Then >$eX(X) clearly 
satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Thus,
every dense subset of $(X) has cardinality 2card^ .  Hence 
the result.
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